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CHAPTER 1 
PRELIMINARIES 
1. Introduction 
Most known results relating a group to its multiplicator are 
"non structural" in the sense that they relate various numerical 
invariants of group and multiplicator. This means that the calculation 
of a specific multiplicator often involves lengthy, specialised argu-
ments. Standard product constructions like the direct and wreath 
products provide a way of describing certain group structures. When G 
is a given product of the groups A^, A e I, its multiplicator M(G) is 
necessarily dependent on the A^. We are led to ask whether M(G) is 
also a recognisable product of the A^, or perhaps the M(A^). Until 
A A 
recently the only known relationship of this sort was a classical 
result due to Schur [23]: if G is the direct product, A^ X A^, then 
M(G) is isomorphic to M(A^) X MCA^) X (A^ Q a ^ ) . In this thesis an 
attempt is made to furnish some useful "structural" theorems on the 
multiplicator by establishing similar results for various other 
products. 
All products dealt with are the type where G is generated by 
the A^, or (multiple) isomorphic copies of each A^, A e I. M(G) can be 
characterised as RnF'/[R,F] where F/R is a presentation for G (see sec-
tion 2). From this point of view, the most direct way of approaching 
M(G) is to try to express RnF7[R,F] in terms of the R H F 7 [(RHF^), F^] 
where F-. is the group of elements in F which map onto A,. (F^ /RflF-, is A A A A 
a presentation for A^.) In fact this is the method applied by Schur to 
the direct product. The difficulty in extending it to more complicated 
products lies in not knowing how the F^ will generate F. To get around 
this problem we use a technique that is essentially the reverse of the 
direct approach. We start with presentations F-^/R-^ for each A ^ and use 
them to construct an appropriate presentation for G. With one excep-
tion, it is best just to take the free product F = F. and to find 
Ael ^ 
the kernel of the natural epimorphism from F onto G. 
The most complete results are obtained for regular products 
and verbal wreath products. In Chapter 2 it is shown that, if G is a 
regular product of the A^, A e l , then M(G) is the direct product of 
the M(A^) together with another group. 
Chapter 3 is concerned with the consequences of this result 
for the particular case where G is a nilpotent product. We formulate 
some "reduction" theorems and calculate the multiplicator explicitly 
for certain finite nilpotent products of cycles. In doing so we offer 
a somewhat simplified proof of a result due to Struik [26], [27]. 
Splitting extensions (semi direct products) have less res-
trictions on their factors than regular products and produce a corres-
pondingly weaker result. We prove in Chapter 4 that if G is a splitting 
extension of A by B then M(B) is a direct summand of M(G). Moreover, 
when G is a verbal wreath product, Awr^B, it is shown that M(G) is 
isomorphic to the direct product of M(B), M(A) and another group. 
The main theorem of Chapter 4 can be pushed further in 
another direction. Chapter 5 outlines a proof to the effect that the 
complement of M(B) in M;;G) is a certain central product when A is a 
finitely generated abelian group with no elements of even order. Also 
the multiplicator of a splitting extension of one finite cycle by 
another is calculated explicitly. 
Finally, in Chapter 6, we indicate the limit of effectiveness 
of our stated technique by applying it to a central product. The sole 
difference between a central product of a pair of groups and their 
direct product is that the factors need not intersect trivially and yet 
the usual analysis of the multiplicator seems to break down. 
A big advantage of the technique is that most of the results 
obtained by it do not require any conditions of finiteness. When the 
products involved are finite, it enables us to calculate representing 
groups for them or at least indicate properties of the representing 
groups. Representing groups play a significant part in multiplicator 
theory and are even more difficult to calculate than the multiplicators 
themselves. 
During the writing of this thesis three papers have come to 
light which independently establish some of its results. Tahara [28] 
has proved the main theorem on the multiplicator of a splitting exten-
sion. He also obtains the result on the splitting extension of a pair 
of cycles. Blackburn [2] finds the multiplicator of an ordinary wreath 
product using a more complicated argument, and Evens [4] establishes a 
stronger version of the chief result of Chapter 5, under the severe 
restriction that G be a p-group. All three use homological methods. 
Our purely group theoretical attack gives a unified approach to the 
various products, provides some shorter proofs and more general results 
and perhaps gives more insight to the problem by closely linking the 
group structure with the multiplicator of the group. 
2. Some characteristics and applications of the multiplicator 
The multiplicator first arose as a part of the theory of 
group representations. It is associated with the problem of finding a 
relationship between the representations of a finite group G, over a 
field and the representations of a given central extension of G. 
Actually it is the so called projective representations which are most 
relevant to this question. They are defined in terms of factor sets of 
G with coefficients in the multiplicative group of F: that is, mappings 
a from the pairs G X G to F which satisfy the following identity, 
(g2'g3)a' ((g^g2'g3)ct) ^ (gi,g2g3)ct ((g^,g2)a) ^ = 1 
for all g^, g^, g^ e G. This fits in with the fact that the possible 
central extensions of an abelian group, M, by G are determined by the 
factor sets of G with coefficients in M. 
Suppose (L,M) is a pair of groups such that 
(i) L is finite, 
(ii) M < L' n Z(L). 
(iii) L/M - G. 
We will adopt the terminology of Jones and Wiegold [14] and call these 
defining pairs for G. A one to one correspondence can be constructed 
between the (equivalence classes of) irreducible representations of L 
and the irreducible projective representations of G [14] Kapitel V, 
§24. Schur [22] proved that, over all defining pairs (L,M), there 
exists an M of maximal order and that it is unique up to isomorphism. 
He called this finite abelian group the multiplicator of G. 
We will refer to a defining pair (L,M), with M maximal, as a 
representing pair and to L as a representing group for G. Representing 
groups for a given group are generally not unique. 
The multiplication in F can be used to impose a group struc-
ture on the set of factor sets defined above. If F is algebraically 
closed of characteristic zero, then Schur's multiplicator is isomorphic 
to a certain quotient group of this group, which turns out to be the 
second cohomology group H^(G,F) (where G has trivial action on F), [14] 
Kapitel V, §23. H^(G,E;) is an abelian group than can be constructed 
for both finite and infinite G and so it provides a natural extension 
of Schur's original definition of the multiplicator to encompass all 
groups. 
The second homology group H2(G,Z) is often used as an alter-
native to H^(G,F). Denote Hom(A,F) by A'^ . Then these are dual groups 
in the sense that H^(G,F) is isomorphic to H2(G,Z)^ 'f ([8] Chapter 3, 
Theorem 3) and (A*)* is isomorphic to A* for all abelian groups, A. 
HgCGjZ) is a legitimate extension of Schur's definition because it is 
actually isomorphic to H^CGjF) when G is finite (A^'^  - A for A finite 
abelian). 
Hopf [13] showed that H2(G,Z) is isomorphic to RnF7[R,F] 
where F/R is a presentation for G, It is this characterisation of M(G) 
which will be used throughout the thesis. 
We have indicated that the projective representations of a 
finite group G determine the ordinary representations of certain 
central extensions by G. Clearly if M(G) is trivial then all such 
extensions are trivial and the projective and ordinary representations 
of G coincide. In general, knowledge of the structure of M(G) 
facilitates calculation of the projective representations of G. This 
feature of the multiplicator has been of some use in the current 
investigations of finite simple groups [3], [25]. 
Applications outside representation theory come from the con-
nection of the structure of the multiplicator with several group 
invariants. A typical example is the deficiency, d(G), of a finite 
group G. Given a presentation for G on n generators with r defining 
relations, d(G) is defined to be the minimum possible value of r-n, and 
this is bounded below the minimum number of elements needed to generate 
M(G) [14] Kapitel V, §25. 
For a finite group G, Green [7] established a relationship 
between AutG and the multiplicator of any given subgroup of G. He 
calculated a bound on the order of the multiplicator of a p-group and 
was then able to put a bound on the order of AutG for G a p-group. 
This led Wiegold [30] to find a bound on |G'| in terms of |G/Z(G)| 
where the latter is a prime power. Improvements have been made by 
Gaschutz, Neubuser and Ti Yen [5] and again by Wiegold [31]. A more 
detailed survey of this work is contained in the introduction of [31]. 
These examples are by no means exhaustive. 
3. Notation 
Most proofs involve common group theoretical arguments and 
very little special notation is necessary. Capital Roman letters are 
used for sets, groups and matrices, and small Roman letters for their 
elements and entries. Mappings are denoted by small Greek letters. 
The end of a proof will be marked by a pair of lines ... //. We list 
below the symbols and conventions most widely used. Other isolated 
pieces of notation will be defined in the text as they are needed. 
Z the ring of integers 
i, j, k, i, m, n non negative integers 
(and sometimes 
r, s, t) 
p a prime 
E the trivial group 
1 the identity of any group 
F; F^, F^, ...; F^ free groups 
|g| the order of the group G when G is finite 
G' the derived group of G 
M(G) the multiplicator of G 
Z(G) 
AutG 
0(G) 
V(G) 
A < B 
A ^ B 
sgp(a, b, c, 
sgp(A, B, C, 
• 
b a 
-b 
[a,b] 
[a,nb] 
[A,B] 
A * B 
A 0 B 
Hom(A,B) 
SG(A,B) 
(and 
occasionally p,cr) 
IT* A. 
Ael A 
the centre of G 
the group of automorphisms of G 
the Frattini subgroup of G 
a verbal subgroup of G. (Only V will be used for 
this. The symbol R(G), for example, does not stand 
for a verbal subgroup) 
the n'"'^  term of the lower central series of G 
the normal subgroup of G generated by a subset 
(subgroup), A 
A is a subgroup of B 
A is a normal subgroup of B 
the subgroup generated by the elements a, b, c, ... 
the subgroup generated by the subsets (subgroups) 
A, B, C, ... 
the product of elements b ^ab in a group 
the inverse of a'^  
the commutator a ^b ^ab 
the left normed commutator [[•••[ [a^,a^],a^]...],a^] 
[a,b,b, . . . , b] 
V 
n 
the commutator subgroup, sgp([a,b]|a e A, b e B) 
the free product of A and B 
the tensor product of A and B 
the group of homomorphisms from A to B 
the complement of M(B) in M(G) where G is a 
splitting extension of A by B 
an ordered set used as an index set 
elements of I 
the free product of the A^, A € I 
H ^ A the 
direct product of the A , A e I A Ael 
For the A^, A e l , subgroups of G ... 
[A^] the cartesian, sgp( [a^, a^ ] | A, e I; A M-) in G 
H A. the set of products a, a. ••• a, in G where 
Ael ^ ^ \ 
A, < A , < . .. < A 
1 ^ n 
C (A.) 7 (G) n [A^^] where G = H* A, 
m A m A , ^ A 
Ael 
MG(A.) the complement of H ^ M(A-,) in M(G) where G is a 
Ael 
regular product of the A^. 
4. Basic results 
Propositions (1.3.1) to (1.3.11) are standard commutator 
identities taken from lists in Magnus, Karrass and Solitar [17], pages 
290 and 293; Hall [10], page 150 and Golovin [6], 2.1. The results on 
commutator subgroups are from [6] and the final three propositions are 
bits of elementary group theory used frequently in most chapters - often 
without explicit reference. Another selection of results, also quoted 
from [6], fits more properly into Chapter 2 after a preliminary 
discussion of regular products. 
(1.3.1) a^ = a[a,b] 
(1.3.2) [a,b]"^ = [b,a] 
b'^ 
(1.3.3) [a,b ] = [b,a] 
(1.3.4) [ab,c] = [a,c]^[b,c] 
= [a,c][a,c,b][b,c] 
( 1 . 3 . 5 ) [ a , b e ] = [ a , c ] [ a , b ] ' ' 
= [ a , c ] [ a , b ] [ a , b , c ] 
( 1 . 3 . 6 ) [ a , b ' \ c ] ^ [ b , c " \ a ] ' ' [ c , a " \ b ] ^ = 1 
I f a e 7^(G), b e and c e 7^(G) ( the lower centra l 
s e r i e s i s de f ined in Chapter 3, s e c t i o n 1) then we have. 
( 1 . 3 . 7 ) ab = ba mod 7 , , (G) i+m 
( 1 . 3 . 8 ) [ a b , c ] - [ a , c ] [ b , c ] mod (G) i-Hti+n 
( 1 . 3 . 9 ) [ a , be ] s [ a , b ] [ a , c ] mod 
( 1 . 3 . 1 0 ) [a'\h] = [a ,b]"^ mod 7 2 ^ ^ ( G ) 
( 1 . 3 . 1 1 ) [ a , b , c ] [ b , c , a ] [ c , a , b ] = 1 m o d y ^ ^ ^ ^ r c ) iJ+m+n+l 
Suppose that A, B and C are subgroups of G, then 
( 1 . 3 . 1 2 ) A® = A[A,B] 
( 1 . 3 . 1 3 ) [A,B] = [B,A] 
( 1 . 3 . 1 4 ) I f A < C then [A,B] < [C,B] 
( 1 . 3 . 1 5 ) [A^,G] = [A,G]^ = [A,G] 
( 1 . 3 . 1 6 ) Suppose A and B are generated by se ts X and Y. Then [A,B] i s 
10 
generated by the elements [xjy]*^  where x e X, y e Y and c e sgp(A,B). 
If B is normal in G then [A,B] is generated by the elements fx,b] where 
X e X, b e B, 
(1.3.17) If B is normal in G and each N^ is normal in G, A e I, then 
[( n N )A,B] = ( n [R,B])[A,B] 
Aei ^ Ael ^ 
(1.3.18) If B < C and either A or B is normal in G then (ABflC) = (Anc)B. 
(1.3.19) If is a homomorphism of G whose kernel lies in A then, 
(AnB)(t) = n B^. 
(1.3.20) Suppose B and B are normal subgroups of A. If $ and 0 are 
homomorphisms of G such that (A fl k:er0)B = (A fl ker0)B then, the map 
(a0)B(})(- (a0)(B0), a e A, is an isomorphism of A(t)/B0 and A<t)/B(t). 
Proof Now, A0/B$ ~ ~ Bker0/ker0 
~ Aker0/Bker0 
= ABker0/Bker0 
~ A/A n Bkercf) 
= A/(A n ker0)B 
and similarly A0/B(t) ~ A/(A fl ker0)B. A careful check of these 
isomorphisms shows that individual elements are mapped in the required 
manner. // 
n 
CHAPTER 2 
THE MULTIPLICATOR OF A REGULAR PRODUCT 
1. Regular products 
We begin by making a distinction between the use of the words 
"product" and "multiplication" that is tacitly employed by Moran [18J. 
In general, any group generated by a set of groups (or isomorphic 
copies of them) is called a product of those groups. A multiplication, 
on the other hand, is a rule which assigns a unique group to every 
arbitrary, ordered set of groups such that the assigned group is a 
product of the groups in the set. The groups from which a given 
product is formed are called the factors of the product. 
The free multiplication and direct multiplication of a set of 
groups have, amongst others, the following three properties in common, 
(i) The multiplication is commutative in the sense that it 
assigns the same product to a given set of groups no matter how the set 
is ordered. 
(ii) The multiplication is associative in the sense that, if an 
arbitrary set of groups is partitioned into disjoint subsets, the 
product, under the multiplication, of the groups assigned to each sub-
set by the multiplication is equal to the product assigned to the whole 
set. 
(iii) Any factor in the free product and the direct product of a 
set of groups intersects the normal closure of the other factors in the 
product trivially. 
The question as to which other multiplications satisfy these 
properties was originally put by Kuros [16] (page 350) and subsequently 
12 
investigated by Golovin [6] and Moran [18J, [19]. As a prelude to con-
structing a new class of multiplications, Golovin defined regular 
products in terms of property (iii). 
DEFINITION 2.1.1 G is a regular product of its subgroups A^, A e I, 
where I is an ordered set, if they generate G and A^ fl A^ = E where 
^ G 
= sgPC-^^ 1m- e I, M- A). The A^ are called regular factors of G. 
Any multiplication which takes every ordered set of groups to a regular 
product of those groups is called a regular multiplication. 
The general question of associativity remains unsettled 
although Moran has constructed wide classes of associative and non 
associative regular multiplications. We turn our attention to the 
regular products themselves and list some properties due to Golovin 
that will be needed in section 2. Suppose that G is generated by its 
subgroups A^. 
G G G (2.1.2) [A^ ] is normal in G and [A^ ] = [A^] . 
Q 
(2.1.3) In general G = ( 11 A ) [A ] and G is a regular product if 
Ael ^ ^ 
and only if each of its elements can be written uniquely as a product 
Q 
a, a. . . . a, u where a, e A, , A, < A„ < . . • A and u e [A^ ]. A, A^ A A. A. 1 2 n A 1 2 n 1 1 
(2.1.4) If G is a regular product and X^ is a subgroup of A^ for each 
A e I, then the subgroup of G generated by the X^ is a regular product 
of the X,. A 
Q 
(2.1.5) If G is a regular product then G' = ( IT A^') [A^ ]. 
Ael 
DEFINITION 2.1.6 If G is a regular product, a homomorphism <t) of G to 
13 
- Q a group G is a regular horaomorphisra if kercf) is a subgroup of [A, 1 : 
A 
hence the terms regular homomorphic image and regular quotient group. 
(2.1.7) If G is a regular product and $ : G — G is a regular homomor-
phism then 4) restricted to A^ is an isomorphism for each A e 1 and G()) 
IS a r egular product of the A^ (t), 
(2.1.8) If \|; : H* A^ G is the natural homomorphism induced by the 
Ael ^ 
identity map on each A^, then G is a regular product if and only if 
is regular. 
This last result shows that the free product of a set of 
groups can be interpreted as the "largest" regular product of those 
groups. In the same way, their direct product is the "smallest" such 
product. For, if G is a regular product of the A^, then the quotient 
A 
Q 
G/[A^"] is a dir ect product of copies of the A^. 
2. Calculation of the multiplicator 
Suppose that G is a regular product of the A y The plan is 
to calculate M(G) by finding a presentation for G in terms of presenta-
tions for each A^. In fact we begin with greater generality and let B^ 
be a fixed group which maps epimorphically onto A^ under v^. This will 
facilitate the construction of a representing group for G when G is 
finite. 
Suppose that C^ is the kernel of V^ and that V is the natural 
epimorphism from the free product B = H B onto A = ^^  induced by 
Ael ^ Ael ^ 
the V^. Further, if is the natural homomorphism from A onto G 
induced by the identity on each A^, let H be the kernel of and H^ the 
group in B which maps onto H under V. We have that 
14 
H = H n [A^^] since H < [A^^] by (2.1.8) 
= H V n since = by U A A A 
definition of the cartesian 
(HQ n [B^ ])V since kerV < H^ by definition 
KV where K = H^ 0 [B^®] is normal in (J A 
LEMMA 2.2.1 B/C is isomorphic to G where C = ( fl C^ )K. 
Ael ^ 
g 
Proof (i) We first show that kerV = H C. . (This is almost certainly 
Ael B 
well known.) The kernel of V contains IT C, since, by construction of 
Ael 
V, C^v is trivial for each A e I. On the other hand, 
B B B B n n c . - B R D C where D = H C, 
^ Ael ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Ael 
A^ ia 
= (B n D [C ,B])C since C < B 
= C since l-L B n D [C ,Bj < B n B . 
la [i'- [x' ' - \i |j. 
g 
Thus, if P is the canonical homomorphism from B onto B/ H C, , then 
Ael ^ 
B^p is isomorphic to B^/C^, and hence to A^. 
Now Bp is generated by the B^p, A e l . Let be the natural 
epimorphisra from A onto Bp induced by the isomorphism from each A^ to A 
B^p. The following diagram commutes 
P R 
— B/ n c.^ 
Ael ^ 
A 
15 
The kernel of V is therefore contained in kerp = IT C. and hence 
T R Ael 
kerV = n c. . 
Ael ^ 
(ii) The product, V\|/, of mappings is an epimorphism from B 
onto G. Now, 
b 6 kerV\ir bV^ |^  = 1 in G 
bV e H since H = ker\|; 
b e kerVK since KV = H . 
But ker^^K = ( H C ®)K from (i) 
Ael ^ 
= C , 
Thus C = kerV\[f from (i) and (ii). // 
We aim to find the structure of cnB7[C,B] which is 
isomorphic to M(G) when B is free by Lemma 2.2.1. 
LEMMA 2.2.2 H C, = ( H C.)D in B where D = IT [C.,B ] . 
Ael Ael A,^LeI ^ ' 
Proof We prove that c^^ is in C^D for all e C and b e B by induc-
tion on the length of the normal form for b. This is trivial when b is 
b b^ 
of length one, for c^ ^ = 7\ ^  [i, and c^ e C^ since C^ is 
normal in B. Suppose that c^^ e C^D for all elements b of length m and 
that bb^ is a reduced word in B. Then, 
bb b 
c = (c.'d) where c-, ' e C, d e D by the inductive hypothesis 
A A A 
b 
= c, ' [c, ' ,b ]d ^ e C,D since [c, ' ,b ] e D for A M-, and if 
A A M- A A M-
A = i^, then [c^' e 
16 
B B Thus C^ i s a s u b g r o u p of C-,D. I t f o l l o w s t h a t H C, i s a s u b g r o u p 
^ ^ Ael ^ 
of n (C^D) . By d e f i n i t i o n , e v e r y e l e m e n t of IT (C-,D) c a n be w r i t t e n 
Aei ^ Ael ^ 
i n t h e f o r m c^ d , c^ d, . . . c, d . w h e r e c , e C, , d., e D^ and 
A, A^  A^ A„ A A A. A. A. A. 1 1 2 2 n n i i i i 
A < A^ < . . . < A . B u t , 
1 2 n 
c . d . c . d . . . . c , d , 
N ^ ^ ^ \ \ 
• • • "A ) ^ " a , • • • "A > 
/ \ j 2 3 n , 3 n , 
^ ^2 \ N ^2 \ 
g 
w h i c h b e l o n g s t o ( IT C . ) D . Hence IT C, i s a s u b g r o u p of ( H C )D. 
Ae i ^ Aei ^ g Ael ^^ 
The r e v e r s e i n c l u s i o n i s t r i v i a l s i n c e i s a s u b g r o u p of C^ . / / 
( 2 . 2 . 3 ) ( i ) CnB' = ( n (C ,nB •))DK. 
Ae l 
( i i ) [C,B] = ( n [C ,B ] ) D [ K , B ] . 
Ae i ^ ^ 
P r o o f ( i ) C c o n s i s t s of a l l e l e m e n t s of t h e f o r m c = c^ c ^ . . . c ^ dk 
1 2 m 
w h e r e c , e C, , d e D, k e K, by t h e p r e c e d i n g two lemmas. The f a c t 
t h a t DK i s i n B' means t h a t c b e l o n g s t o B' i f and o n l y i f 
c = c^ c^ . . • c . b e l o n g s t o B'. Now, by ( 2 . 1 . 5 ) , e v e r y e l e m e n t of B' 
A, A„ A 
1 2 m g 
i s of t h e f o r m b . ' b ^ ' . . . b ^ ' u w h e r e b ' e B ' , u e [B ] . But b o t h 
A, A^ A A A A 
1 2 n 
C. and B^' a r e s u b g r o u p s of B, . T h e r e f o r e c i s i n B' i f and o n l y i f A. A. A . 1 1 3-
c . i s i n B.• by ( 2 . 1 . 2 ) . 
^ i \ 
( i i ) [C,B] = [( H C ^ ) K , B ] 
Ae l ^ 
= ( IT [n ® , B ] ) [ K , B ] by ( 1 . 3 . 1 7 ) 
T A Ael 
= ( n [C B ] ^ ) [ K , B ] by ( 1 . 3 . 1 5 ) - ( * ) . 
Ael ^ 
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Now [C^,B] is generated by the elements [c^,b] where c^ e C^, 
b e B, We can prove that [c,,b] £ [ C , ] D by induction on the length 
A A A 
of b precisely as in Lemma 2.2.2. The result is trivial for b = b . 
Suppose that [c-,,b] e [C,,B,]D for b of length m, then [c,,b] = x^d A A A A A 
where x, e [ C , a n d d e D. If bb is reduced then, A A A i-i. ' 
b b 
b 
= [c^,b ]x-,[x, ,b ]d which is an element of - A ' A ^ ^ A ' V 
Thus [C^,B] is a subgroup of Consequently, 
= [[C^,B^],B]D by (1.3.12) and since D ^ B 
< [C-. [C^,B]D since C <i B ~ A A A A ~ A 
Hence, from (*), [C,B] is a subgroup of ( H ([C ,B ]D))[K,B]. 
Ael ^ ^ 
Again, copying the argument of Lemma 2.2.2, every element of 
H ( f C , ] D ) is a product of the form x, d. x. d. ... x d where 
Ael ^ ^ ^2 ^2 \ \ 
X. e [C. ], d-, e D and A, < A„ < . . . < A . This product can be A . A . A . A. 1 2 n 1 1 1 1 
rearranged to show that it lies in ( H [C ,B ])D. That is [C,B] is a 
Ael 
subgroup of ( n [C ,B ])D[K,B]. The reverse inclusion is trivial. // 
Ael ^ ^ 
To shorten the proof of the main theorem, a technical lemma 
is established. 
g 
LEMMA 2.2.4 [C^,[B^ ]] is a subgroup of D for all A e I. 
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B B 
P r o o f I t s u f f i c e s t o p r o v e t h a t [ C ^ ' ' • ^ i j . ^ ^ ^ s u b g r o u p o f D s i n c e 
B B B B 
[ C ^ , [ B ^ ] ] i s a s u b g r o u p o f [ C ^ , [ B ^ ] ] . T h e c a r t e s i a n [ B ^ ] i s 
B B 
g e n e r a t e d b y t h e e l e m e n t s [ b , b 1 w h e r e b e B , b e B ; t J . , p e I , 
' M- P ^ l-L ' p p ' ' 
B B B 
^ ^ p . T h u s , b e c a u s e C . i s n o r m a l i n B , [ C . , [ B ] ] i s g e n e r a t e d b y 
A A M-
B B B 
t h e e l e m e n t s b ^ e B ^ , b ^ e B ^ , c ^ e C ^ ; ^ p . M o r e o v e r , 
< b y ( 2 . 2 . 3 ) ( i i ) 
H e n c e , < D A b y ( 2 . 1 . 3 ) . 
A t-i 
T h e l e m m a i s t h e r e f o r e p r o v e d i f M- ^ p , c a n b e s h o w n t o l i e 
B B 
i n [ C ^ , B ^ ] f o r s o m e cr ^ A . 
W e h a v e f r o m ( 1 . 3 . 6 ) t h a t . 
- b b , , , - c , b 
r u u 1 r u u 1 ^^ P r u " 1 u " 1 i ^ P [ b , b , c , ] = [ c , , b , b 1 [ b , c , , b ] - ( * ) . 
^ p ' A-" ^ A ' i-t ' p ^ P A ' 1-1. J 
C o n s i d e r t h e f i r s t c o m m u t a t o r . T h e r e a r e t w o c a s e s . I f A = I - l , t h e n 
~ 1 1 B B 
, b p ] l i e s i n [ C ^ j B ^ ] s i n c e C ^ i s n o r m a l i n B ^ ( A P b y 
h y p o t h e s i s ) . I f A t h e n 
- 1 
b - b 
= P P ] w h i c h i s i n . 
T h a t i s [ c . , b ^ i s i n t h e n o r m a l s u b g r o u p [ C ^ , B T h e 
A l-L p A p 
s e c o n d c o m m u t a t o r [ b ^ ' ^ c ^ " ^ ^ ^ A ^ ' ^ P ^ ^ ^ ^ t r e a t e d i n 
t h e s a m e f a s h i o n . 
T h e r e s u l t f o l l o w s f r o m ( * ) . / / 
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THEOREM 2.2.5 CnB'/[C,B] is isomorphic to the direct product 
Proof The argument is split into three parts. 
(i) Let $ be the canonical homomorphism from B onto B/D. Then 0 
is a regular homomorphism since kerct) = D and D is clearly a subgroup of 
[B^ ]. It follows from (2.1.7) that cj) restricted to B, is an isomor-A A 
phism for each A e I and that Bet) is a regular product of the 
Consider the subgroup, N = sgp(C^<t)|A e I)K . Now 
A I-I-, is a subgroup of D = ker0 so that 
[C^f^C^^] = E - (a) 
Also, [a,K] < [C.[B^®]] since K < [B^®] A A A A 
Thus 
In addition. 
and 
< D by Lemma 2.2.4 
= E - ( b ) 
n ( n c (!))K < n (B 0) = E - (c) 
K(D n n C.0 < [B CD ] n n c 0 = E - ( d ) 
Ael Ael ^ 
Conditions (a) to (d) are sufficient to make N a direct 
product of its subgroups K0 and A e l . 
(ii) CnB'/[C,B] Y ^ T ^ since D < [C,B] from (2.2.3)(ii) 
= (CnB')0/[C,B]0 . 
From (i) and (2.2.3), we have that (CnB')0 is the direct product of its 
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subgroups K0 and A e I, (since DcD = E) and that [C,B]0 is 
the direct product of its subgroups [K,B ]0 and [C,,B 1$, A e I. This, 
A A 
together w i t h the facts that [K,B](D < U and < (C^HB 
A A ~ A A 
implies t h a t . 
(cnB')0/[c,B]0 ~ ( nx (r , B J 0 ) xk^^/[k,b](D 
Ael ^ ^ ^ ^ 
~ ( H ^ X K0/[K,B]0 
Ael 
since 0 is an isomorphism on B^. 
A 
(iii) In conclusion, KV/[K,B]V is isomorphic to K<l)/[K,Bj0 by 
(1.3.20) since 
(K n kerV)[K,B] = (K H H C ® ) [ K , B ] 
Ael ^ 
= (K n ( IT C )D)[K,B] 
A£I 
= (K n D)[K,B] by (2.1.3) since K,D < [B 
A 
= (K n kerO)[K,B] . 
But KV/[K,B]V = H/[H,A] by construction. // 
T h e main result is a corollary to Theorem 2.2.5. 
T H E O R E M 2.2.6 M ( G ) is isomorphic to the direct product 
( Tl^ M ( A , ) ) X H/[H,A] w h e n G is a regular product of the A^ , A/H ~ G 
A e l ^ ^ 
and w h e r e A = H^ *^  A . . 
A e l ^ 
Proof If B, is a free group then is a presentation for A,^  and 
A A A A 
C ^ r i B ' / e q u a l s M ( A ^ ) . The free product, B, will be a free group 
a n d , since B/C is isomorphic to G, M ( G ) equals CnB'/[C,B]. T h e result 
follows immediately from Theorem 2 . 2 . 5 . // 
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Theorem 2.2.6 reduces the problem of finding M(G) to that of 
finding H/[H,A]. When G = A^ X A^, A = A^ * A^ and 
H/[H,A] = . 
Wiegold ([29] Lemma 3.9) shows concisely that the latter group is 
isomorphic to A^ have recovered Schur's decomposition of 
M(A^ X A^) referred to in the introduction. Going to the opposite 
extreme, H is trivial when G == A^ * A^ and hence 
M(A^ ^ A^) = M(A^) X MCA^). This is a particular case of the equation 
H (A. * A„,Z) = H (A -Z) X H (A^,Z), n > 1, due to Reinhart and Barr n I 2 n 1 n 2 ~ 
[1 ] 1 , section 4. 
The group H/[H,A] has an interesting characterisation strong-
ly analogous to the characterisation of M(G), for an arbitrary finite 
group G, in terms of representing pairs (see Chapter 1, section 2). 
Let G be a regular product of the A^ such that G is the image 
of G under a regular homomorphism \j; (i.e.: is the identity on each 
A^). Now, if ii = ker\j/ is also central in G, then G may be properly 
called a "central regular extension of H by G". Consider all pairs 
(G,H). We can interpret H/[H,A] as a "maximal" second member of such a 
pair. 
Because [H,A] is contained in H, the epimorphism ^ from A to 
G induces an epimorphism \j;' from A/[H,A] to G. But [H,A] must also be 
A 
contained in [A^ ] so that R(G) = A/[H,A] is a regular product of the 
A^ and ij/' is a regular epimorphism of R(G). The kernel of is 
H/[H,A] which is central R(G). Thus (R(G),H/[H,A]) is a pair of the 
above type. 
The term maximal is applicable to H/[H,A] in the sense that 
any other H is a homomorphic image of H/[H,A]. If t] is the natural 
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homomorphism from the free product A to G induced by the identity on 
each A^, then the following diagram commutes, 
A 
rj j 
G - G 
Thus H = ker^ if = HR] and hence [H,A]TI = = E. It follows that R) 
induces a homomorphism T) ' from R(G) to G where (H/[H,A])R)' = HT] = H. 
Theorem 2.2.6 implies that M(G) is trivial if and only if 
H/[H,A] and M(A^), A e I, are trivial. It would therefore be worth 
finding conditions on H for which H = [H,A]. 
We examine the structure of H/[H,A] in detail for the class 
of nilpotent products in Chapter 3. 
3. Construction of a representing group 
If G is finite then it must be generated by a finite set of 
subgroups A^, A^, A^. Let (L^,M(A^)) be a representing pair for 
A., i = 1, 2, ..., n. Then these can be used to form a representing 
pair for G when G is a regular product. 
We use the same construction as before. There is an epimor-
n 
phism from L to A with kernel M(A.) by hypothesis. Let L = TI' L. ^ i I 1 1 
and 0 be the natural epimorphism from L onto A induced by these epimor-
phisms. Put J = H^  n [L^^], where H^  is the group in L which maps onto 
n L 
H under a, and let N = II [M(A.),L.] . Then Jcr = H is normal in L. 
THEOREM 2.3.1 Suppose G is finite and a regular product of its sub-
groups A^, A^, ..., A^. Let (L^,M(A^)) be a fixed representing pair 
for A^. Then (LT,Ma) is a representing for for G where 
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n 
X : L - L/N[J,L] and M = ( H M(A.))J in L. The groups L, N and J are 
i=l ^ 
as defined above. 
Proof (i) Apply Lemma 2.2.1 by putting L = {1, 2, n], B^ = L^ 
and C^ = M(A^). Then L = B, C = M, N = D and J = K. We have, 
G ~ B/C 
- C/D[KIB] D[K,B] < C from (2.2.3)(i) . 
Thus, G = = LT/MT by definition of T . M/N[J,L] 
Now J is a subgroup of L' immediately from its definition, 
and M(A^) is a subgroup of L^' by hypothesis, so that M is a subgroup 
of L'. That is (MT)' is a subgroup of (LT)'. 
The kernel of x contains [J,L] as a subgroup which means that 
JT is central in Lx. Also [M(A^),L^], i ^ j, is a subgroup of N which 
is in kerx. This M(A,)x commutes with L^x for i j. If i = j then 
M(A^) commutes with L^ by hypothesis. Hence Mx, as a product of Jx and 
the M(A^)x, is central in Lx. 
(Lx,Mx) is therefore a defining pair and will be a represent-
ing pair if Mx is isomorphic to M(G) (see section 2). 
(ii) Theorem 2.2.5 gives that 
n 
MnL7[M,L] ( U^ (M(A.) R L. ' )/[M(A. ) ,L. ] ) X H/[H,A] . 
i=l 
But M(A.) < L.' n Z(L.) so that M(A.) H L.' = M(A.) and [M(A.),L.] = E. 
Hence 
n 
MnL'/[M,L] ~ ( n M(A.)) X H/[H,A] 
i=l ^ 
~ M(G) by Theorem 2.2.6 . 
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that. 
Looking at the quotient MnL'/[M,L], we have from 2.2.3(iL) 
n 
[M,L] = ( n [M(A ),L ])[J,L] 
i,j=1 ^ m 
= N[J,L] 
k e n 
Thus, MT = MnL7[M,L] ~ M(G) . // 
The kernel r is clearly a subgroup of [L^^] so that Lt is a 
regular product of the L.. 
Wiegold has proved a special case of Theorem 2.3.1 in [32] 
using a different approach. He shows that the second nilpotent product 
is a representing group for A^ X A^: a fact which can be 
deduced from Theorem 2.3.1 via Theorem 3.1.8. 
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CHAPTER 3 
NILPOTENT PRODUCTS 
1. General results 
Suppose G ~ A/H, where A = If''' A, , is a regular product. 
Ael ^ 
Denote H/[H,A] by MG(A^). We recall from Theorem 2-2.6 that, given the 
M(A^), calculating M(G) amounts to finding MG(A^). This seems easiest 
for the class of nilpotent products. The m'''^  nilpotent product of the 
A^ can be shown to be the regular product, G, with H equal to the 
th A A A (m+1) term of the series, [A^ ] > [[A^ ],A] > [[[A^ ],A],A] > ... • 
It foil ows that, if G is the m nilpotent product of the then 
MG (A->) is a central subgroup of G So the calculation remains con-
fined to the fairly well known class of nilpotent products; whereas, 
in general, MG(A^) is a central subgroup of the regular product 
R(G) = A/[H,A] whose structure may be quite different from G. 
In this section we establish an improved version of the rep-
resenting group construction of Theorem 2.3.1 for G = G^ and prove two 
reduction theorems which simplify MG (A,). 
m A 
It is most convenient to start by introducing arbitrary' 
verbal products and defining nilpotent products as a special case. 
Verbal products will be needed again in Chapter 4. 
The notion of a verbal subgroup is covered fully in Neumann 
[21]. 
DEFINITION 3.1.1 ([21] 12.21) Let F^ be the free group of countable 
rank. If K is an arbitrary group and V a subset of F^, then the verbal 
subgroup of K corresponding to V is the group. 
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V(K) = sgp(va|v e V, a e Hora(F^,K)) . 
It is easy to check from the definition that, 
(3.1.2) If <t) is a homomorphism of K then V(K)0 = V(K<t>). In particular, 
V(K) is normal in K, 
This leads to Moran's definition of a verbal product. 
DEFINITION 3.1.3 ([18] 4.1) Suppose V(A) is a verbal subgroup of 
A = II A^. Then the V-verbal product of the A^, A e I, is the group. 
Aei 
nV A.^  = A/(V(A) n [A^]) . 
Ael 
The product HV a^ is regular by (2.1.8) and may therefore be 
Ael 
considered as being generated by the A^ themselves. Moran has proved 
that all verbal multiplications are associative [18] section 5. 
We digress to state a trivial extension of Theorem 3.5 in 
[18] which will be used frequently in both this chapter and the next. 
LEMMA 3.1.4 Suppose 0 is a homomorphism of A = U A,. Then 
Ael A Ad) (V(A) n [A^ ])<t = V(A$) n [A^0 ] if either, 
(i) 0 is regular 
or, (ii) There exists, 
(a) a mapping F of the index set I 
(b) a collection of groups B^, n. e IF 
(c) homomorphisms a^ : A^ ^ B^ ^^  for each A e l such that $ 
restricted to A^ is a^. 
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Returning to the development of nilpotent products, suppose 
that F is freely generated by the elements x^, x^, x^, .... It is 
usual to denote V(K) by when V consists of the single commutator 
[x^, x^, x^], m > 2o Putting (K) = K implies that 
7 (K) = [ 7 (K),K], for m > 2, by induction on m. Since 7 (K) is m m- i m 
normal in K (by (3.1.2)), [7 (K),K] is a normal subgroup of 7 (K) and m m 
we have a chain of normal subgroups. 
K = 7^(K) > > 73(K) > • • • 
called the lower central series of K. The group K is said to be 
nilpotent of class m when 7 ,(K) = E, or equivalently, when 7 (K) is — m+1 m 
central in K. Nilpotent products are defined in an analogous way. 
DEFINITION 3.1.5 ([19] section 8) The m^ "^  nilpotent product of the A^, 
A e I, for m > 1, is the group, 
n W A ^ = 
Ael 
where A = n* A. and C (A^) = 7 rA) fl [A^^]. , ^ A m A m+l A Ael 
This is just definition 3.1.3 with V(A) = ^ j n + i • 
n(l) A. - IT^  A.. 
Ael ^ Ael ^ 
We will need the following result on the lower central series 
of a regular product. 
LEMMA 3.1.6 Suppose G is a regular product of the A , A e l - Then, 
A£l 
Now, 
- (V V''^) ' ' • 
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However, 
= ' for m > l . 
Proof Define the descending series of normal subgroups m > 0, 
recursively by putting ^ [A^] = [A^ 1 and 
(J A A 
= [, [A ],A] , for m > 1 . 
m A (m-1) A ~ 
Note that [A, ] is a subgroup of y ^(A) by induction on m. 
m A m+2 
Suppose 0 is the canonical homomorphism from A onto A/ [A ] 
m A 
Then, from [6] Chapter II, corollary 6.9, 
Hence, 
But, 
= for m > 0 
Ael 
" < A by (3.1.2) 
Ael 
Ael 
Thus, 
C ^(A.) = [A.] , for m > 0, by the uniqueness result (2.1.3) 
m+2 A m A 
It follows that. 
m A 
= for m > 1 . // 
Consequently MG (A^) can be identified with a subgroup of 
m A 
^m+r 
^m+1 
THEOREM 3.1.8 MG^(A^) = ^ m + Z ^ m + l ^ ^ ^ for m > 1 where 
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~ T h i s makes MG (A ) a c e n t r a l s u b g r o u p o f G 
® Ael "" ^ ® ^ m+1 
P r o o f L e t \|/ be t h e n a t u r a l homomorphism from A o n t o G induced by 
m+1 
t h e i d e n t i t y on each A , . Then, 
A 
"VV = 
= 
" ^ t n + 1 b y Lemma ( 3 . 1 . 4 ) s i n c e J^r i s r e g u l a r 
Q 
M o r e o v e r , 
' m+1 
= E 
and MG ( A , ) i s c e n t r a l . / / 
m A 
P r o p o s i t i o n ( 3 . 1 . 7 ) a l s o y i e l d s t h e promised c o n s t r u c t i o n o f 
a r e p r e s e n t i n g g r o u p f o r G^. The f r e e p r o d u c t L o f r e p r e s e n t i n g g r o u p s 
L . , i = 1 , 2 , . . . , n i n Theorem 2 . 3 . 1 can be r e p l a c e d by t h e i r (m+1 
n i l p o t e n t p r o d u c t , 
n . 
THEOREM 3 . 1 . 8 S u p p o s e G = A . , m > 1, i s f i n i t e and ( L . , M ( A . ) ) 
i = 1 ' ^ ^ 
i s a r e p r e s e n t i n g p a i r f o r A^; i = 1 , 2 , . . . n. Then (LT,MT) i s a 
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representing pair for G where m 
n 
(i) L = n(m+i) L. 
i=l ^ 
_ L -(ii) M = ( H n [L. ]) in L 
i=l 
(iii) T = L ^  L/N 
L 
(iv) N = H [M(A.),L.] in L . 
i,j = l ^ 
i^j 
Proof Let L, N, J, M, t and cr be defined as in Theorem 2.3.1. We con-
struct an isomorphism X • — LT which maps MT onto MT and the result 
follows straight from Theorem 2.3.1. The trick is to show that 
kerT = kerriT where r| is the natural homomorphism from L to L induced by 
the identity on each L^. 
Now, 
C = (7^1 (L) n [L m+1 1 m+1 1 
A = 7 (A) n [A. ] by Lemma 3.1.4 since a : L - A takes m+1 1 
L onto A. 1 L 
= C _(A ) m+1 1 
= H for G = G ,, by definition . m+1 
Thus, 
H = kero" C (L ) since H is the preimage of H under a 1 m+1 i 1 
.L. = ( n M(A^) by Lemma 2.2.1 
i=l 
and. 
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J = H^ n [ L . ^ ] 
= (J^ n Since < [L.^] 
= ((IT M(A.))N n [L. by Lemma 2.2.2 1 1 m+l 1 
L . = N C fL ) by (2.1.3) since N < [L. ] . m+l i 1 
It follows that, 
kerT = N[J,LJ 
= N[N,L][C (L.),L] by (1.3.17) m+l 1 
= N C by (3.1.7) and the normality of N . m+2 1 
But Nr| = N and N = kerx so that, 
kerT]T = N kerr] 
= kerT . 
Hence the map x ° x t ( x t i ) t , x e L, is an isomorphism from L t onto L t. 
Also, 
L. 
( m t ) x = ( ( n m(a.))(7^_^^(l) n [ l . ]))r,T 
i=l 
n - L -
= (( H (L) n [L^ ]))t by Lemma 3.1.4 since t) is 
regular 
= M^ . // 
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The first reduction theorem below says in effect that, in 
calculating MG (A-,), the factors of G may be considered as being m A m 
nilpotent, class m. 
THEOREM 3.1.10 Suppose G = A, and A^ = A^/7 then m A A A m+l A 
MG (A,) ~ MG (A.) where G = H^™) A, . m A m A m , - r A Aei 
-k -
Proof Let a be the natural homomorphism from A to H A^ induced by 
Ael 
the canonical homomorphisms from each A^ to A^, A e l . Then, 
" ^m+1 by Lemma 3 .1 . 4( ii) . 
If it can be shown that kera) (i-e-: 
(C n kera)C = C then the result will follow from m+l A m+2 A m+z A 
(1.3.20) since 
Now, 
n kera = C^^^ (A^) fl (A^)^ by Lemma 2.2.1 
Ael 
A,M.eI 
= C ,,(A,)nD by (2.1.3) since m+l A 
But (A^) , A ^ M-, is a subgroup of which is, 
in turn, contained in [A^ ]. Also (A^), A^ ] is in 
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means that (A^), A^ ] is a subgroup of H [A^^] = 
Thus D, and hence C . A ^ ) D, is a subgroup of C // 
mi-1 A u\+2 A 
Theorem 3.1.10 can be strengthened in the case where the A. 
A 
are finite by using the well known result that a finite nilpotent group 
is the direct product of its Sylow subgroups. Two preliminary results 
are necessary. 
(3.1.11) ([6] Chapter II, lemma 6.5) If a^ ^ ' ^ rela-
tively prime orders, then the commutator evaluated in A^(m)A2 
is trivial for all m > 1. 
LEMMA 3.1.12 Suppose that A^ is periodic and that P^ is the set of 
A A 
primes which divide the orders of the elements of A^, A e I. If 
P. n P is empty for each A ^ then H^'") A^ = A, for all m > 1 . 
^ ^ A€I ^ Ael ^ 
Proof The associativity of nilpotent multiplication implies that 
M-. But if a ^ e A^, a^ e A^, then a^ 
and a^ have relatively prime orders by hypothesis. Thus = 1 
and hence = E by (3.1.11). Moreover, 
A ^ n sgp(A^li^ e I, ^ A) < A ^ n A ^ = E . 
These conditions are sufficient to make G a direct product of the A,. 
m A 
// 
THEOREM 3.1.13 Suppose G = H^'") A ^ and each A ^ = is 
" Ael 
finite. Let P be the set of primes dividing A e l , and further, 
let S be the Sylow p-subgroup of ^ for p e P. Then 
D. A A 
MG (A,) ~ n ^ MG (S .) 
m ' A ' p^p p,m p,A^ 
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where G = iK"^) S , for each p e P. 
Proof The proof relies on the fact that MG (A.) is a subgroup of the 
m A 
cartesian of G = A, (Theorem 3.1.8). 
Acl ^ 
(i) Note that, for fixed A, all but a finite number of the S ^ 
P, A 
are trivial. 
Q = ( S since A. is the direct product of its 
Aei pep P'^ ^ 
Sylow subgroups 
n(m+l) ( iiim+]) s ) by Lemma 3.1.12 
Ael p6P P'^ 
nCf^+l ) g i^ y associativity and commutativity 
Aei P'^ 
peP of nilpotent products 
G , similarly 
pep 
S,(m+1) 
H^ G , ^. by Lemma 3.1.12 and [6] Chapter II, 
pep 
corollary 6.7 - which states that 
G G 
(ii) Certainly sgp( [S e P) is contained in [A ]. p, A A 
We prove the opposite inclusion. 
Consider elements s e S . and r , e sgp( s e P,q ^ p) 
p,A p,A p,A q,A 
in G . Then by the commutator identities (1-3.4) and (1.3.5), 
m+1 
But the elements s ,, r commute for alliA,P e I by (i) so that, 
P,A p,p 
[s ,r r ] = [s ][r ] - (*) 
P,A p,A' p,^i p,A p,^ p,A p,^' 
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G n ^ J j-o di-o-i uy L.11C cj-ciucin-a The cartesian [A ] is generated b the elements [x ,x 
where x, e A , x e A x € G ^^ . Since L = S ^ and 
A M- m+1 A „ p,A 
X P^^ 
^m+1 ~ pep %,(m+l)' possible to express given x^, x^, x in A^, 
x-, = s s 
X , = s s . . , s 
^ = §p ^p ••• s 
where s - , e S , , s e S , a e G ; i = 1 2 P' P - A p.. A' p.,n Sp^ P., (m+1)' I, ... i;, 
Pi > P^j P. are distinct elements of P and some of the s , s 
and g are possibly zero. An application of (*) ^ times to [x,,x ] 
It ^  /V M" 
yields. 
Now g commutes with [s s ] for i ^ j by (i). Hence, 
Q 
and is an element of sgp( [S^^ P ' ^ ] | p € P). 
It follows from (i) that. 
^ peP P'^ 
(iii) Finally [18] lemma 3.3 shows that 
MG (A^) ~ by Theorem 3.1 .1 0 m 
G 
= A^^tCG^^^) n [A^--^^] by Theorem 3.1.8 
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n^ MG (S ,) again from 
pep P'"^  
Theorem 3.1.8 .// 
In particular, finding M(G ) for G finite reduces to finding m m 
M(G ) for G a finite p-group. m m 
2. Calculation of a basis for MG (A.), G finite m i m 
n 
When G = IlC"") A. is finite, MG (A.) is finite abelian. m . , L m i 
1=1 
Furthermore, if m = 1, n = 2, then MG^(A^) = A^ ® A ^ and this has a 
basis consisting of the elements i = 1, 2, ... 
j = 1 , 2, ..., where the form a basis for 
and k^l respectively. One would hope, on the strength 
of this, that a basis could be found for MG (A.) where m > 1, n = 2, in m 1 
terms of bases for ) and ^ ' ^ < k < m. 
However, it appears that knowing just these bases is insufficient 
information to produce a general determination of a basis for MG^(A^). 
We examine a method of calculating the required basis and give three 
examples (for m = 2) which show that variations in the structure of A^ 
and A^, which preserve the structure of the factors of their lower 
central series, can cause large and perhaps unexpected changes in 
MG (A.). The general problem of relating a basis of MG (A.), i = 1,2 m i m i 
to the structures of A^ and A^ remains unsolved. 
Suppose firstly that A^ = F^  and A^ = F^ where F^  and F^ are 
groups freely generated by x^, x^, and y^, y^, ..., y^, respec-
tively. Now, if a is the canonical homomorphism from F = F * F onto m 1 2 
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then, 
MG (F ) ~ C (F )a by (1.3.20). m 1 m+l 1 m 
This makes MG (F.) a subgroup of the quotient, 7 ,,(F)/7 ,„(F), of free m 1 m+I m+z 
groups for which a basis can be found in terms of basic commutators. 
In fact. 
Therefore, by (2.1.3) 
7 ^ , ( F ) a = X 7 , (F )a X C (F )a . m+l m m+l 1 m m+l 2 m m+l 1 m 
Our basis for 7 -,(F)a will consist of commutators (modulo 7 ._(F)) m+l m m+2 
with entries of elements purely in F^, purely in F^ and mixed in F^ and 
F . The latter commutators will form a basis for C (F.)a • 2 m+2 1 m 
DEFINITION 3.2.1 A basic sequence on the symbols c^, c^, ..., c^ is 
defined recursively in terms of formal bracket operations. 
(i) Let c , c , ..., c be the basic symbols of weight one. 
1 2 ii 
(ii) Suppose that the basic symbols of weight less than m have 
been defined and that there are finitely many of them. Suppose also 
that they have been numbered c^, c^, ..., c^. Then the basic symbols 
of weight m are the formal bracket symbols (c^,c^) such that, 
(a) wtc. + wtc. = m where wtc^ denotes the weight of c^. 
(b) i > j. 
(c) if c. = (c ,c ) then j > t. 1. S t 
There are finitely many such pairs (at most r^). Number them 
r . c , ... in any fixed manner. 
^r+1 ' r+2' 
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It is usual to order the symbols according to the rule, 
c. > c. if and only if i > i 
1 J J J 
If C^, c^, C are replaced in order by the free gene ra-
tors x^, x^, ... x^ in F^ and the bracket symbols (c.,c.) are replaced 
inductively by the commutators in F^, then the sequence of 
elements c_, c„, c., ... of F is called a sequence of basic commutators 
on x^, x^, ..., x^. Marshall Hall [9] has proved, using P. Hall's 
collecting process [11], that the c^ are distinct elements of F^ and 
that, 
THEOREM 3.2.2 The quotient ^m+1 ^ ^ ^^^^ abelian group 
with a basis consisting of the cosets c.y ..(F, ) where c is a basic L m+1 1 i 
commutator of weight m. 
For example, if we take x^, x^, ..., x^, y^ , y^, y^, 
with the ordering x^ < x^ < ..• < x^ < y^ < y^ < ... < y^, as basic 
commutators of weight one in F, then 72(F)/7^(F) has the commutators, 
[x.,x.,x ] j < k, i > j N 
^ J 
i > j 
[y^,x.,x.] i < j ) modulo 7 (F) 
^^r'^s'^t^ s < t, r > s 
as a basis where i,j = 1, 2, ..., i; r,s = 1, 2, ..., . Clearly the 
commutators of the form. 
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[x^jx^jy^la^ i > j 
are a basis for It is a straightforward adaption of the 
work of Section 3 to prove that, if N(i,m) is the number of basic com-
mutators of weight m on i elements (of weight one), the C has 
m+1 1 2 
a basis consisting of N(X+i',m+l) - N(^,m+1) - N(i',m+1) elements. 
Suppose now that V^ and V^ are epimorphisms from F^ and F^ 
onto A^ and A^ with kernels R^ and R^- Let V be the natural homomor-
phsim from F to G = A,(m)A^ induced by V^ and V^. Then, 
m 1 2 1 2 
MG (A.) = C , rF.)v/C ,^(F.)v by Lemma 3.1.4 . 
m 1 m+1 1 m+2 i 
F F 
But kerV = R^R2D where D = [R^,F2] ^^ Lemma 2.2.1 and Lemma 
2.2.2. Thus, 
= " by (2.1.3) 
which implies that, 
MG (A.) ~ C (F )a /(7 . / F ) fl D)a- . 
m 1 m+1 1 m m+1 m 
Returning to the case where m = 2, we have a basis (1) for 
C2(F.)a2 so it is possible to use the above isomorphism to find a basis 
for MG^CA.) by finding generators of (72(F) n D)a2 expressed as products 
of the elements (1). To simplify the notation, put u^ = x^a2 and 
V = y a„. Then the commutators, 
r r 2 
i > j 
[v^'^i'Uj] i < j > - (2) 
/ 
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form a basis for C^(F.)a2, where i,j = 1 , 2, r,s = 1 , 2, ..., f . 
Note that, 
- 1 by (1.3.11) 
= [[v ,u ,v 
3 1 r r s 1 
by (1.3.10) (a) 
- 1 
(b) 
(7^ ^ T(F)nD)a2 = r^^^CFa^) n D a ^ 
F. 
and also, if R^ = T for some set T then. 
(c) 
= sgp([y^,2]^|z e T;f e F;r = l,2,...,i')a2 by (1.3.16) 
sgp([y^,z],[y^,z,f]|z e T;f e F;r = 1,2,...,^')a2 
sgp( [ v ^ , ^ ^ ] , [v^,za2,h] |z e T,h e = 1,2,. 
(d) 
EXAMPLE 3.2.3 Suppose that i = = 2 and, 
3 3 1 
R^ = sgp(x^ , [x^jX^ ], [x^jX^ ,X2 ]) 
3 3 2 
R2 = sgp(y^ , y^-i [y2'yi 
Then A^ = F^/R^, A^ = ^^^ both isomorphic to the second nilpotent 
product of a pair of 3-cycles. The quotient 7-| (A^)/72(A^) is the 
direct product of a pair of 3-cycles and 7 2 ( A ^ ) / ( A ^ ) is a 3-cycle. 
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p 
Now ([R^,F2] )a2 is generated by the elements of the form, 
3 3 'h] h e Fa^, i,r = 1,2 
We have by induction on k that, 
= from (1.3,5) and (1.3.9) . 
Tji 
Using this together with (1.3.9) implies that ([R^jF^] is 
generated by the, 
and hence by, 
p 
It follows by symmetry that ([R2 jF^] is generated by the same 
elements and therefore so is Da^. But by Theorem 3.2.2, the 
i,r = 1,2 are a basis for ( F < X 2 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ used in the 
obvious way to construct coset representatives for this group in Fa2'-
Since -/^(Fa^) is central in Fa^ it is easy to verify that 
3 
7^(Fa2)nDa2 = sgp([v^,u^,h] |i,r = 1,2; h e Fa^) 
3 3 = sgp([v ,u ,vJ ,[v ,u ,u ] |i,j,r,s = 1,2) . r -L b r X J 
The identities (a) and (b) may be applied to show that this last sub-
group is generated by the basis elements (2) each raised to the power 3. 
MG (A ) is therefore the direct product of 16 3-cvcles. — — — - - ^ 
EXAMPLE 3.2.4 Again suppose that £= £ = 2 and let R be the same as 
F 9 3 3 1 
in the previous example. This time put, R^ = sgp(x^ [x^.x^]) , 
in which case A^ = is the splitting extension of a 9-cycle by a 
3-cycle with non trivial action and is nilpotent class 2. However 
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We have that is generated by the elements, 
r' 2 
3 3 
But 
]] = [v^, [u^.u^ ]] by (1.3.5) si since 
and 
3 3 
Therefore ([R^jF^] is generated by, 
is central 
9 3 9 3 
Now ([R^jF^] )o-2 generated by the same elements as before so that 
Da^ is generated by, 
3 3 
The generators of ^ ^ ^ ^ same as in Example 3.2.3 except 
that the commutators [y^jY-j^v^], r = 1,2, have been added. This means 
that MG^(A^) is now the direct product of 14 3-cycles. 
EXAMPLE 3.2.5 Let A^ be as in Example 3.2.4 and A^ be isomorphic to A^ 
with. 
9 3 3 2 
We have that Da^ is generated by the elements. 
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9 3 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
where h e F i,r = 1,2. 
The presence of the generators (i) means that those of type (iii) may 
be replaced by, 
[v^  ] [v^  , [u^ju^ ] ] 
[ u ^ ] [ u ^ , ] ] 
[ v ^ ] 
(iv) 
and hence by, 
(v) 
> - (vi) 
The intersection 72(Fa2)nDa2 is therefore generated by the elements 
(ii) and (vi). All the elements (2) occur in to the power 
th 3 except and which occur raised to the 9 power. 
A careful enumeration of the possibilities shows that ^^ 
direct product of a pair of 9-cycles by 11 3-cycles. 
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3. The multlplicator of a finite nilpotent product of cyclic groups 
Suppose that A^, A^, •.•, A^ are finite cyclic groups and 
n 
that G = n(m) A.. Now since the M(A ) are trivial (see [14]), m X 
M(G ) MG (A.) and, in calculating M(G ) it suffices to consider G as m m 1 m m 
a finite p-group. 
Let N(m+1,i) be the number of symbols of weight m+1 in a 
basic sequence on x^, x^, ..., x^. This is given by Witt's formula 
[17] page 330. In this section we prove the following two theorems. 
THEOREM 3.3.1 Suppose A. is a cyclic group of order p ^ where 
n 
i = 1, 2, n and n, > n^ > . . . > n . Then M( n^"") A.) is an 1 - 2 - - n 
abelian group of type, 
(p ,p , . . . , p , p ,9 , • • • , P , . P »P , • • • , P ) 
N(m+1,2) N(m+1,3) - N(m+1,2) N(m+1,n) - N(m+l,n-1) 
provided 1 < tn < p-1 . 
THEOREM 3.3.2 Suppose A^, A^, A^ satisfy the conditions of 
n 
Theorem 3.3.1, then M( P^ A^ .) is the direct product of abelian groups 
of the type 
i=1 ^ 
n. n. n. n.-l n -1 n -1 1 1 1 1 1 1 V (p ,p , . . . , p ,p ,P , . . . , p ) 
X(i) 
N(m+1 ,i) - N(m+1 ,i-1 ) 
for i = 2, 3, ..., n where x(i) is the number of elements in the set 
{j |1 < j < i, n^ = n^} . 
An application of (1.3.20) shows that, 
MG (A.) ~ C (F.)a (F)nR)a m l m+1 1 m m+1 m 
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where ( i ) F . / R . i s a presentation for A 1 1 1 
n 
( l i ) F = i r F. 
( i i i ) R = IT R / 
i = l " 
( i v ) a^ : F - canonical homomorphism. 
Taking F^ to be the i n f i n i t e cycle on f^ forces j ^ i F ) = ^^(F^) by 
( 2 . 1 . 5 ) s ince ^ E. Therefore, by induction on m, 
7 (F) = C . , ( F . ) and hence from above, m+1 m+l 1 
( 3 . 3 . 3 ) M(G^) ^ 
We w i l l work mainly with the group X = Fa • Note that 
n P 
X = n(P+l) X. where X. = sgp(x.) , x. = f .a^ (s ince rp+^CF) = Cp^^(F.)) 
Now the map f a ( f a )B , where P i s the canonical homo-m p m m 
morphism from X to X / 7 ^(X), 0 < m < p, i s an isomorphism of m+2 
7 ^ T ( F ) a a n d 7 ^ T ( X ) P (by ( 1 . 3 . 2 0 ) ) so that, m+l m m+l m 
( 3 . 3 . 4 ) M(G_^ ) - 7 _ i ( X ) P / ( 7 _ t ( X ) H Ra )P , 1 < m < p. m m+l m m+l p m 
Moreover i f we take a sequence c^, c^, c^, . . . of basic com-
mutators i n F on f^  , f^, f^ ^ and put b^ = c^a^, wtb^ = wtc^, then 
i t follows from Theorem 3 . 2 . 2 that . 
( 3 . 3 . 5 ) 7 (X)P i s a free abel ian group with a basis cons ist ing of 
m+1 m 
the elements b P , wtb = m+1, where b_, b , b , . . . i s a basic r'^ m r 1 2 3 
sequence on x^, x^, x^ whose bracket symbols are evaluated as 
commutators i n X. 
The b are distinct and non trivial for wtb < p+2 and b 
r r r 
for wtb^ > p+2. From now on consider this sequence fixed and let 
, ^^ commutators of weight less than p+2. 
n. 
Suppose A . is of order p , then our choice of F. makes 
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= 1 
n. 
~ sgp(f ). It is convenient to impose the ordering 
n^ > n^ > . . . > n^. 
W e state the key result. 
THEOREM 3.3.6 Ra^ is generated by the following products of basic 
commutators. 
xP 
1 
n. 
1 
n^ .f. 
([x.,x.,(p-l)x.] [x.,px.] ) P 
n.. 
i > j, ti^  ^ n^ 
i > j, = n^ 
wtb > 2, b e [X ,X] 
r r s 
> - (>V) 
n. 
where i,j,r,s = 1, 2, n and ) = P -p)'p: 
belong to [X ,X] for more than one s.) 
s 
(NB: b^ may 
A trivial consequence of this theorem is that Ra P , 
P m 
P 
1 < m < p-1, is generated by the (b^P^) ; s = 1, 2, n (no res-
triction on wtb ) where b e [X ,X], This is equivalent via (3.1.11) 
IT IT S 
to the finite case of a result by Struik on the multiplication of 
elements in an m^*^ nilpotent product of cycles (see [26] Theorem 3). 
n 
The connection is quite clear since G = IT(™) A. is isomorphic to 
m . , 1 
1 = 1 
X3 /Ra 3 . Both results amount to stating a set of defining relations 
m p m 
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for G^ on the generators b^p^, b^P^, b^p^, . . . . The full statement of 
Theorem 3.3.6 is presumably equivalent to [27] Theorem 5 although 
establishing the precise connection would not be so easy. 
Rather than trying to deduce Theorem 3.3.6 from Struik's 
results, an independent proof of it is offered in section 4. The proof 
consists of a sequence of somewhat tedious inductive arguments but it 
avoids Struik's even lengthier numerical computations. It has other 
advantages in that it deals with the two cases of [26] and [27] simul-
taneously and ought to be easily generalised given more data about 
certain coefficients in Hall's collection process. 
Now, Corollary 3.4.7 and the fact that y , (X) is central in 
p+1 
X implies that each element, x, of Ra^ can be written in the form, 
d"^^ i 
( H ([x.,x.]P [x.,x.,(p-1)]) 
where some of the m^^ are possibly zero and x' is a product of the 
elements (Theorem 3.3.6). But then. 
m. 
^ ( [ x . , x J p ^ ) "-J = 1 
i>j 
so that each m^^ = 0 by (3.3.5). It follows that fl Ra^ is 
generated by the elements . Moreover the ordering n > n > ... > n 
g 
means that we may restrict the generators b^ , wtb > 2, b e [X ,X] 
IT r IT s 
to those of the form b^ where t = max{s|b e [X ,X]] and still have a 
r r s 
generating set for fl Ra^. Put oj(r) = max{s|b^ e [X^,X]). Then 
from (3.3.5), (X) H Rap)P^ (= fl Ra^P^) is generated by 
the elements (b P where wtb = m+1 , t = oj(r), provided 
r m r 
1 < m < p-1. (A finite abelian group is said to be of type 
(m , m , m ) where the m . are prime powers if it has a basis 
1 2 k 1 
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c o n s i s t i n g of elements o f order m^  , 1^2, m^^ r e s p e c t i v e l y . ) From 
( 3 . 3 . 4 ) and ( 3 . 3 . 5 ) , 
( 3 . 3 . 7 ) 1 < tn < p-1 , i s an abel ian group of type 
n^ n n n n n„ n n n 
(p 2 ,p p p 3^ p 3^ ___ ^ p n^p n^  p n^ 
^^(m+^,2) ti(m+l,3) ^L(m+l,n) 
where M-(m+l,i) i s the number of bas i c commutators, b , with wtb = m+1 
r r 
and oj(r) = i . 
In the except ional case where m = p, ( 7 ,, (X) fl Ra )|3 i s 
n P+l P P 
P ^ 
generated by the (b^P^) where wtbr = p+l , t = (jj(r), together with 
the products , n. 
- 1 <P ( [ x . , X j , ( p - l ) ^ i > j , n. = n^  . 
n . - l 
P i Now ( ) i s o f the form qp where p does not d iv ide q. The abel ian 
P n. n. 
p p ^ 
group generated by a ,b with de f in ing r e l a t i o n s a = 1, b = 1 , 
(ab P = 1 , must there f o re have a' = a'^  and b' = (ab)*^ as a basis 
n. 
and be of type (P ,P ) . 
( 3 . 3 . 8 ) M(G ) i s the d i r e c t product of the abel ian groups of type, 
n n n. n . - l n . - l n . - l i i 1 1 1 I s (p ,p , . . . , p , P ,P , . . . , p ) . 
X ( i ) 
f o r i = 2, 3, . . . , n where x ( i ) i s the number of elements in the set 
[ j |1 < j < i , n^ = n^} . 
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It remains to be shown that |-i.(m+l,i) = N(m+1,i) - N(m+l,i-l) 
Consider the chain of subgroups. 
X^ = Y^ < < . . . < Y = X 1 1 2 n 
where Y. = sgp(X^, X^, X.), 
LEMMA 3.3.9 Each b , wtb > 1 is contained in at least one of the r r 
groups [X ,Y 1; s = 2, 3, n. If indeed b e [X.,Y. 1 then s s-1 r 1 1-1 
i = a)(r). (This means that each non trivial b , wtb > 1 , is in 
exactly one [X ,Y ] • ) ' S S I 
Proof (i) We prove the first part by induction on wtb^. Each b^ of 
weight 2 is a commutator of the form [x ,x ], s > t, and this is s t 
clearly in [X ,Y Suppose wtb > 2 then by Definition 3.2.1 and ^ s s-1 r 
th e inductive hypothesis, b = [b.,b.] where b. e [X ,Y _ ], IT i J 1 S S ~ I 
b. e It may be assumed without loss of generality that 
s > t, in which case, 
and b is in [X ,Y ] r s s-1 
(ii) Suppose that b^ e If b^ e t^s'^s-1 ^  ® ^ 
then b e (Y where Y = sgp(X X , ..., X ). But Y is a subgroup ^ g S S Sr"! Ll -L 
of Y so that b is contained in both Y and (Y ) . This is a 
S-1 r s-1 s-I 
contradiction since X = Y (p+l)Y by the associativity of nilpotent s ~ 1 s 
multiplications. Hence u)(r) = max{s|b e [X^,X]) = i. // 
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The r a n k o f a f r e e a b e l i a n group i s the ( u n i q u e ) number o f 
e l e m e n t s i n a b a s i s f o r t h a t group. I t f o l l o w s from Lemma 3 . 3 . 9 t h a t 
M - ( m + 1 , i ) i s t h e number o f b^ o f w e i g h t m+1 i n T h i s i s e q u a l 
t o t h e r a n k o f ( 7 . ( X ) H [ X . , Y . l ) p by ( 3 . 3 . 5 ) . 
m+1 L 1 - 1 m 
Now X = and h e n c e , from Lemma 3 . 1 . 6 , 
X, 
T h u s , 
- by ( 2 . 1 . 3 ) 
a n d . 
7 (X) n [X Y ] = 7 ) n [X Y ] . . 
m+l 1 1 - 1 m+1 1 1 1 - 1 
P r o p o s i t i o n ( 1 . 3 . 2 0 ) may t h e n be i n v o k e d t o show t h a t 
where P i s t h e c a n o n i c a l homomorphism from Y . to Y . / 7 
m, i 1 1 m-t-/ 1 
A l s o Y^ = Y ^ _ . , ( P + 1 ) X ^ and (X^) = E so t h a t , 
Hence 
7 (Y )P = 7 . ( Y . ,)(3 . X ( 7 ^ / Y . ) n [X , Y ])(3 
V + K i m , i V + V i - r ' ^ m , ! 'm+l 1 1 i - l m , i 
Denote t h e " r a n k o f A" by r a n k A. Then we have from above t h a t , 
^ ( m + l , i ) = r a n k ( 7 ^ ^ / X ) H 
= r a n k " r a n k ( Y • . ^ ) P , , ^ 
= r a n k " r a n k ) ) 
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- n e e ^ ( ^ ^ ^ by (1.3.20). 
The statement of (3.3.5) remains valid when X is replaced by 
Y. and P is replaced by |3 . since this is only a change of parameter 1. m m J i 
from n to i. The rank of 7 ,.(Y.)|3 . is consequently the number ^m+1 1 m, 1 n J 
N(m+1,i) of basic symbols of weight m+1 in a basic sequence on 
' ' •''' ' 
There is no need to change any proofs in order to generalise 
both Theorems 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 to include the case where A , A , A , I Z K 
say, are infinite cycles. One simply adopts the usual convention that 
, n , n are infinite. However a more careful analysis is I Z K 
required when G is allowed to be infinite and the torsion part of G ^ m m 
is not a p-group. 
4. Proof of Theorem 3.3.6 
An immediate corollary to (3.3.5) is, 
(3.4.1) (i) Each element x 6 X can be expanded uniquely as a product 
m m m 
x = b b ... h where the m are integers, possibly zero. 
1 2 ^ 
m m m 
(ii) The product b^ °2 i is in 7^(X) if and only if 
m = 0 for wtb < m; r = 1, 2, r r 
n. 1 
In particular, when x = (x^x^) 
(3.4.2) (Hall [11 ] Theorem 3.1 ) " ^3 
where 
n. 
(i) p ^ divides K^ for wtb^ < p 
(ii) If K then b e [X ,X ], r = 3, 4, ..., ^ ' r r I z 
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The Greek letters K^, k^, k^ are used to distinguish 
this expansio n. from the arbitrary form in (3.4.1 ). Naturally the K 
r 
depend on i but we will be working with a fixed i and an extra 
subscript would be unnecessarily cumbersome. 
F 
The normal subgroup R = IT R. is generated by the elements 
^i n. i=1 ^ 
x^P , [x^P ,f]; i = 1, 2, n; f e F. Let, 
n^ 
P. = sgp(b P |b € X.^,wtb > m) in X . 
L,m r ' r i ' j- — ^ 
W e prove, in a series of simple steps, that 
n. n. ,p 
[x^ ,x'] = [x,x']P y[x,x',(p-l)x] P for X e 7 (X) H X. 
m L 
where y e P. . This enables us to show that P. i = 1,2, ..., n 
1,(m+I; 1,J 
is a subgroup of [R,F]ap. It is then routine to establish Theorem 
3.3.6. 
Most arguments in the proof are by induction on wtb^ or on 
some parameter relating to the expansion in (3.4.1 )(i). We commence by 
making a refinement of (3.4.1)(i). 
m m m ^ 
(3.4.3) Suppose x = b b ••• b belongs to X. . Then if m / 0, I Z Jo 1 r 
b^ belongs to X^ for each r = 1, 2, . . . , 
Proof If X. = sgp(Xj|j ^ 1) then X = X^(p+l)X^ by the associativity of 
nilpotent multiplication. It can be shown by induction on wtb^ that, 
for fixed i, each b^ is in X^ or X^. (The method of proof follows 
that of Lemma 3.3.9.) A given non trivial b^ cannot lie in both X^ 
and X. by definition of a regular product. 
Now X = relatively free nilpotent group of 
class p+1 on X , x , . . . , X so that the map x ^ l , x . H x , j ^ 1 , 
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V 
indue es an. endotnorphistn r of X ([21] 13.24) such that (X. )x — E and t 
is the identity on X^. 
Let b ,b , b with r, < r^ < ... < r be the b in X. 
r ' r„ r 1 2 s r i 
1 2 s 
and, if b = b , put m.' = m . Clearly 
r r . J r 
J 
m ' ni„ ' m ' 
K 1 u 2 , s . ^ 
b b . . . b = x6 = 1 
and each m ^ is zero by (3.4.1). // 
(3.4.4) Suppose that & is an endomorphism of X and that b^ is in X^ . 
Then, 
(i) If X.5 e 7 (X) and wtb = m', then b 5 e 7 , (X) 
J m r r m-tm -1 
(ii) If x.B e X.^ then b B e X.^. 
J 1 r L 
Proof When m' == 1 , b = x . and the result is trivial. Suppose that it 
r J 
holds for all b^ with wtb^ < m'. If wtb^ = m' then b^B = [b^B,b^8] 
where wtb + wtb = m' by Definition 3.2.1. Now [7 (X),7 (X)] is a 
S t u V 
subgroup of so that, by hypothesis, b^B is a subgroup of 
where 
m " = (m + wtb^ - 1 ) + (m + wtb^ - 1 ) 
= 2m + m' - 2 
< m + m' - 1 since m > 1 . 
Thus (i) is proved by induction on wtb^. Part (ii) follows similarly 
since each b is in either X.^ or X and [[X ,X],X] is a subgroup of 
r J J ^ 
[X.,X]. " 
The previous two propositions lead to a crucial lemma. 
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X 
LEMMA 3.4.5 If x e 7 (X) fl X where m > 3, then x^ e P. . 
1 "2 
Proof If X = b b 
i 2 
zero integer of m^, m^, . 
m 
. b , let cr(x) = r where m is the first non 
ii r 
y 
m . Note that b is in X. by (3.4.3) and 
Z r 1 
wtb^ = ra by (3.4.1). 
The proof is by induction on ^-cr(x). The lemma is trivially 
n. 
1 m p •*-
valid when a(x) = £ because x^ = b . Suppose it is valid for 
£ 
X 
all x' £ 7 (X) n X. such that a(x') < r. 
m 
m J-
If a(x) = r then x may be written as x = b y, m 0, where 
4-1 ™ 4-0 X 
y = b ^ b ^ ^ . . . b The product y is also in 7 (X) n X. . 
r+1 r+ 2 r^ f j -^ m 1 
Let 6 be the endomorphism of X induced by the map 
m 
y 
X X j = 3, 4, ..., n 
Thus from (3.4.2), 
n. n. 
""i m p ^ p K K^ 
xP = b^ ^ y (b^6) (h^b) ^ ... (b„6) 
K , 
£ 
n. 
where p ^ divides K for wtb < p, and b e [X ,X] for k ^ 0; 
(1) 
X 
s = 3, 4, ..., £. Moreover, since x^ 6 e ^ ' (3-4.4) may be 
X 
applied to show that b 5 e 7 , , (X) fl X. , provided K ^ 0, where 
s m +m-1 1 s 
wtb = m'. This means that the (b 6) with wtb > p can be eliminated 
s s s -
from (1) because m > 3 and hence b^5 is in y = E. That is. 
n. 
n. n. 
•^ i m p ^ p ^ K K K 
xP = b^ ^ y (b^B) -^(b^b) ^ ... (bj^&) 
Hi 
m p 
(2) 
where p ^ divides /c , s = 3, 4, . . . , k. But b ^ is trivially in 
P. and yP is in P. by the inductive hypothesis since a(y) < r+1 
i,m i,m 
g 
Finally, to deal with the (b^5) , we observe that any x' in (X) 
necessarily has a(x') < r since wtb^. = m. Therefore (x')P e P^ ^^  m 
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for each x' e (X) H X^ by the inductive hypothesis. From above, 
Y X A , _ - - S b 6 e 7 (X) n X. when k 0 since m' > 2. Thus (b 5) e P for s m+i 1 s - s i,m 
i K ^ 0. It follows from (2) that x^ e P. and the result is proved s i,m 
by induction. // 
We preface the next step with a brief description of how 
Hall's collection process is applied to (x^x^)"", (ra = 2, 3, ...) to 
m m m 
expand it as a product b^ b^ ... b^ , 
Any product yx y,x e X is equal to xy[y,x]. Therefore the 
product y^y^ ... y^x can be rewritten as xy^ [y^,xjy^[y^,x]...y^[y^,xj 
The element x is said to be "moved to the left of the product" by 
introducing the commutators [y^,x] i = 1, 2, t. 
Consider the product, 
(x^x^)"^ = (x^x^Xx^x^) ... (x^x^) 
m 
Moving the second x^ from the left to the extreme left of the product 
introduces the commutator [x^jx^]. Then taking the new product 
2 
x^ x^[x2,x^ jx^Cx^x^) ... (x^x^) 
m-2 
and moving what is now the second x^ from the left, in the same way, 
introduces commutators [x2,x^] and The process can be 
repeated up to m-1 times until all the x^ 's are "collected" to the left 
of the product and (x x = b % (b == x ) where y is a product \ Z I I , ni I I I , m 
of x^'s (b^ = x^) and commutators of the form [x^jin'x^], 1 < tn' < m-1. 
Definition 3.2.1 implies that each [x^jtn'x^] is a basic commutator. 
This is the first stage of the collection process. 
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Suppose that the r^'^ stage of the process has been reached, 
m tn-, ni- tn 
That is (x X ) has been collected into the form b 'b ... b ^y 
I ^ 1 2 r -^ r,!!! 
where y is a product of basic commutators, b , in some order such 
r, m s 
that b > b . W e get to the (r+1 stage as follows. If b does 
s r r+1 
not appear in y then the r*"*^  and (r+1)^'^ stages are the same, 
r 5 m. 
Otherwise collect all the b 's to the left of y . The commutators 
r+1 r, m 
[b ,b ], b > b so introduced are all basic commutators 
s r+1 s r+1 
necessarily greater than b^^^. In both instances we have that 
m m m m 
/ N^ i , 1 , 2 , r+1 , . 
== N ^2 ••• \ \ + l y(r+l),m = -2 = 
where m ,, is the number of b , 's occurring in y , and y , is 
r+1 r+1 (r+l),m 
some product of basic commutators greater than b . Thus the ^^^ 
stage of the collection process can be reached inductively and y^ = 1 
since b = 2 for r > 
r 
By construction, b , n < r < can be written uniquely as 
t h 
[b ,b ] with b > b > b . Consequently b first appeared at the t 
s r r s t r 
stage of the collection process and no more b 's could have been intro-
duced at any later stage. The power must be equal to the number of 
b 's in the product y^ 
r — -—— 
LEMMA 3.4.6 Suppose x e X . fl 7 (X) and x' e 7 ,(X). Then, 
L m m 
n^ "i ) 
[xP ,x'] = [x,x']P y[x,x',(p-l)x] P y ^ ^i,(m+m'+l) ' 
Proof (i) (also in [26]) The identity [x'^,x'] = x'^^Cx [x, x ' ] c a n be 
established by induction on m. It is trivial for m = 1 and if it is 
true for some m > 1 then. 
5 7 
[x ,x ] by (1.3.4) 
x"\x""'(x[x,x'])"')x[x,x'] 
- (m+1 ) ^ r I -i X m . r . , , X ' ( x [ x , x ' ] ) ( x [ x , x ' ] ) 
= X 
(ii) Let 6 be the endomorphism of X induced by the map, 
X, [x,x'] 
X . X . 
J J 
j = 3 , 4, ..., n 
Then, 
n. 
[x^ ,x'] = x'P (x[x,x']) 
= x^'P ( ( x ^ x p P 
n. 
K/ 
by (i) 
= [x,x']^ (b^5) ^ ... (b^6) ( 1 ) 
by (3.4.2) where p divides K for V7tb < p, and b e [X ,X ] for 
s s s 1 2 
K ^ 0; s = 3, 4, . . . , 
O 
We simplify (1) using the same sort of argument as in the 
previous lemma. The situation is more delicate though, because neither 
x^6 nor x^b is necessarily in 7^(X). 
X 
The commutator [x,x'] is in 7 , 1 (X) fl X. . Proposition 
' m+m 1 
(3.4.4) therefore implies that b 6 e 7 , , , ,, , (X) H X. where 
s m+m +m -1 1 
m" = wtb , and provided K 0. Note that m+m' > 2 since m,m' > 1. 
s s ~ ~ 
Now, m" > 2 so that b 6 e 7 , , ,,(X) H X.^ for K 0. Thus 
- s ^m+m'+K 1 s 
K 
(b 5) ^ e p. , , , for wtb < p, /c 0 by Lemma 3.4.5. If m" = p+1 
s 1,(m+m +I) s s ^ 
then b 6 e = E for k 0. We have that, 
S p+Z 8 
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n. n. 
= [ x , x ' ] P . . . (b^.b) ' ' -^ ' - ( 2 ) 
from (1) where y e ^^^ and s = k,k+l, are the integers such 
that wtb = p. 
s 
(iii) We prove that the only non trivial b 5 with wtb = p and 
r r 
K ^ 0 is [x , (p-l)x I5. Suppose that wtb = p and k 0. Then from 
r z } r r 
the discussion of the collection process, b = [b ,b ] where b > b , 
r s t S t 
wtb + wtb = p, K i Q and K i= 0. 
s t s t 
If b^ x^ then b^ = x^ or b^ e by (3.4.2) since 
^ 0 . Moreover b e [X,,X ] since b > b . It follows by (3.4.4) 
^ S I ^ S t 
that b 5 6 7 (X) where m = wtb +1 and b 5 e 7 ,(X) where m' = wtb +1 
s ^m^ ^ s t '^ m' t 
(since x 5 e 7 (X)). Thus b ^ = [b 5,b 5] belongs to 7 ,,(X) where 
z Z IT s L rn 
ra" = m+m' 
K 
= Wtb + wtb +2 
s t 
= p+2 
But 7 (X) = E so that the only non trivial b 6 with wtb = p, /< 0 
'p+2 r r r 
is b = [b ,x ]. Part (ii)(a) of Definition 3.2.1 restricts such a b 
r s 1 ^ 
of weight p to be [x^,(p-1)x^]. 
(iv) From (2) and (iii), 
n^ n^ 
[xP ,x'] = [x,x']P y([x2,(p-l)x^ 
= [x,x'] y[x,x',(p-1)x]'^ - (3) 
where K is the power to which the basic commutator [x ,(p-1)x ] occurs 
in the expansion b ^ b ^ b . . . b of (x x 
I Z ^ XJ I Z 
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It follows from the remarks preceding the statement of this 
lemma that (x x = x % at the first stage of the collection 
i ^ i i y m 
process w h e r e y_ is is a product of basic commutators of the form 
I , m 
[x^,m'x^] with 1 < m ' < m. The power to which [x^jm'x^] occurs in the 
final expansion of number of times it occurs in the 
product y . W e prove that this number is ( _ ) by induction on m. 
1 ,m Y m +1 y 
The proposition is vacuous for m = 1» Suppose it is true for 
some m > 1. Now, (x.x^)"^"'"^ = x^ (x_x^) and this can be put into 
1 2 1 1 ,m I 2 
the first stage of the collection process x ^ ( g j + i ) ^^ moving 
x. to the left of the product y . The commutator [x ,(m'+l)x ] will 
1 1 , m 2 1 
therefore occur in y , ,. the same number of times it occurs in y , 
l,(m+l) l,m 
plus the number of times [x^jtn'x^ ] (or x^ when m'+l = 2) occurs in 
m \ , / m \ ^. J I <r m- i - 1 <r m-^  i . i n a r i s i . 1 + 
1 ,m 
h y p o t h e s i s . (There are m = ( " ) , x 's in y .) But 
\ I / Z I > m 
m+l \ / m \ ^  f ^ \ the result holds by induction on m. 
\ / / n. 
y , 1  '+l  +l  That  1 , + 1 ) times by the inductive 
m'+l / V m'+l 
In particular if m = p m' = p-1, then k = ( ^ ). The final result 
holds by (3). // 
C O R O L L A R Y 3.4.7 If y e P. , m > 2 and x £ 7 ,(X) then 
1, m ~ m 
Proof If b t 7 (X) n X . ^ then [b ,x,(p-l)b ] = 1 since m > 2. Thus, 
r m 1 r r 
by Lemma 3 . 4 . 6 , 
n. n^ 
[ b / ' P \ x ] = y' where y' 6 fo^ ^ny n' > 0 
n. 
But e n X . ^ so that [ b / ' , x ] P e by 
n' p i 
Lemma 3.4.5. Consequently [b^ ,x] is in P^ (m+m'). 
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Now y must be of the form y = b b ...b where 
X '2 \ > > ... > r^, b^ e 7JX) 0 X and p"^ ! divides m.; 
j ^ 
j = l , 2, k. Hence 
m m m m, 
b b . . . b b . . . b 
[y.^] = [b^ 2 3 k ^^  3 k k^^j 
m. 
by (1.3.4) and each [b is in P. , ,, from above. The result r^ i,(m+m') 
follows from this by another application of Lemma 3.4.5. // 
THEOREM 3.4.8 P is a subgroup of Ra for each i = 1, 2, ..., n. L , J p 
Proof (i) Put S = Ra . We prove first of all that if b is in X. 
P n, r 1 
P with wtb = m, m > 3, then b is in SP. , When m = 3 there are r - r 1, (m+1 ) 
three cases to consider. 
(a) b [b ,x. ] where wtb = 2 -r ^s-^i-" s 
In this instance [b ,x,,(p-l)b ] e 7 ^(X) = E. Thus from s i s p+2 
Lemma 3.4.6, 
n. n. 1 1 
[x/ ,bJ = [x ,b y where y e P, , • I S L b i- 5 ^  
That is, 
n. n. 
b P ' = [x^,b ' r I S 
= y[b^,x/ . 
The commutator [b ] is in S since S is normal in X and x. e S. S I 1 
(b) = i > j, k > j 
Now, 
n. 
n. n. ,p 1 1 -( ) _i 
[x.,x ]P = [x P ,x ][x ,x ,(p-l)x ] P y" where y e P ••-J i j i j J 
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B u t , ( p - 1 i s i n t h e c e n t r a l s u b g r o u p ( X ) so t h a t , 
n . 
^ -1 , 
= [[x.P [y • 
C o r o l l a r y 3 . 4 . 7 p u t s [y , x ] i n P . , , a n d [x / , x . ] i s i n S. Hence 
[ [ x . , x . ] P i s i n S P . ^ ^ . F i n a l l y [ [ x . , x . ] P = [ X . , X . , X | ^ ] P 
w h e r e y ' e P . , s i n c e , [ [ x . , x . ] , x , ( p - 1 ) [ x . , x . ] ] i s t r i v i a l . T h a t i s , 
n^ n^ ^ J ^ J 
b / = [ [ x . , x . ] P i s i n S P . ^ ^ . 
= [ [ x . , x . ] " \ x ^ J i < j , k < i 
T h i s c a n be t r e a t e d i n t h e same way a s ( b ) . 
H a v i n g e s t a b l i s h e d t h a t b e SP. , f o r m = 3 we p r o c e e d 
r i , ( m + l ) 
by i n d u c t i o n on m. S u p p o s e b e X . , m > 3 , t h e n b = [b , b ] w h e r e a t r L r s t 
l e a s t o n e o f b and b i s i n X . , and m = m'+m" w h e r e m' = wtb , 
s t 1 n. s 
X D ^ 
m" = wtb . I f b e X . then b is o f the f o r m z y with z e S , t s L s 
y ^ i' ' 1 ^ by t h e i n d u c t i v e h y p o t h e s i s . Now [b , b , ( p - 1 ) b ] = 1 
1. J m "i"! J s t s 
s i n c e [b , b ^ ] e 7 „ ( X ) , and h e n c e , 
s t J 
n , n . 
b y Lemma 3 . 4 . 6 . T h a t i s , 
b / = [zy,b^]y'''' 
B u t [ z , b j y i s i n S a n d [ y ^ b ^ ] i s i n = 
C o r o l l a r y 3 . 4 . 7 . T h u s b ^ i s i n P. , A s i m i l a r p r o o f w o r k s f o r 
r 1 , (m+1 ) 
b e X . ^ . 
t 1 
by 
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(ii) It is i m m e d i a t e from (i) that if P. ^ < S then P < S 
1, (m+1 ) - i, m -
m > 3. But P . = E is a s u b g r o u p of S so that P. < S for 
1, p-t-z) 1, m — 
3 < m < p+1 by i n d u c t i o n on ^ - m . // 
W e r e s t a t e and prove T h e o r e m 3.3.6. 
T h e o r e m 3.3.6. R a is generated by the P , i = 1, 2, 
P i,3 
t o g e t h e r w i t h all elements of the form, 
. . , n 
n. 
X 
n, 
[x.,x.]P [ x . , x . , ( p - 1 ) x j P 
( ( p - 1 ) x ^ ] ] ) 
n. ^ n. 
1- J 
n. = n. 
1 J 
w h e r e i > j; i,j = 1, 2, . .. , n. 
P r o o f Let I = {1, 2, ..., n}, S = Ra^. By definition, 
n. 
1 ^ 
S = s g p ( x . P ,|i e I) 
n. n. 1 1 
= s g p ( x . P ,[x.P ,x]ii e I, X € X ) 
n. n. 
1 1 
s g p ( x ^ P ,[x^P e I; X e X ) by (1.3.16) since the x^ 
g e n e r a t e X 
n. n. n. 1 1 1 
= s g p ( x ^ P , [x^P , x J , [ x . P ,x^,x]|i,j £ I, x e X ) . 
Now 
n. 1 n. 1 
[x.P ,x.,x] = [[x.,x.]P y j x ] w h e r e y e P. by Lemma 3.4.6 since 1 ' J 1 J i,3 
, ( p - 1 i s central 
= [y',x] w h e r e y' e P. „ since either [x.,x.] ^ J 1 J 
or ^ is a b a s i c commutator. 
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n. 1 
T h u s [ x ^ ,x] is in P. b y C o r o l l a r y 3 . 4 . 7 . C o n v e r s e l y P < S 
^ J J i,3 — 
b y T h e o r e m 3 . 4 . 8 . 
T h e r e f o r e , 
n. n. 
P ' r P ' S = s g p ( x . ^ , [x.'^ , x . ] , y | y e P.^^; i,j e I) 
n. 1 
= S g p ( x P ,z ,y|y e P • i,j e I ) a g a i n by L e m m a 3 . 4 . 6 w h e r e 
^ n, 
(o ) 
n. 1 
= S g p ( x . , 2 . . , z . . , y i y e P . • i > j ; i , j e l ) s i n c e z.. = 1 . 3- IJ JL 1,3 11 
Put = (p ). T h e n , 
= [x.,x.] P [ x . , x . , ( p - l ) x . ] J by ( 1 . 3 . 1 0 ) 
"j -n. 
a n d , for i > j, (i.e. n^ > n ^ ) 
z. .z . . ij 
If n. = n . t h e n , 
1- J 
n . - n . n 
i J 1 
Z ^ j Z ^ ^ P = ( [x^,Xj,(p-l )x^] [x^,px^] ) . 
n . - n n n 
p J J p i 
O t h e r w i s e z ^ z . ^ e P. , s i n c e p d i v i d e s b o t h £. = ( ) and 
^ J, (P+1 ) 1 P 
i ^ p (p d i v i d e s j ) • from a b o v e , 
n. n . - n . 
1 1 J 
S = s g p ( x P ,z ,z z P ,y|y e P ; i > j; i,j e I) 
1 i J j - J J - ' -
w h i c h g i v e s t h e r e q u i r e d r e s u l t . // 
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CHAPTER 4 
THE MULTIPLICATOR OF A SPLITTING EXTENSION 
1. General results 
DEFINITION 4,1.1 G is a splitting extension (semi direct product) of 
the group A by the group B if, 
(i) G is generated by A and B (or isomorphic copies of them) 
(ii) A is normal in G 
(iii) ARB = E. 
Since A is normal in G, the maps b0 : a — a*^, a e A , for each 
b € B, are automorphisms and they induce a homomorphism 0 : B — AutA 
called the action of B on A. G is determined up to isomorphism by Q 
and is therefore called the splitting extension of A by B under Q [10] 
6.5. Note that every element of G is uniquely of the form ab, a e A , 
b e B. 
The structure of M(G) cannot be broken up as completely as 
for the case where G is a regular product of A and B. The main theorem 
of this chapter states that M(B) is contained in M(G) as a direct 
factor. Not much can be said in general about the complementary factor 
of M ( B ) . W e spend the last part of this chapter and the subsequent 
chapter examining its structure with certain restrictions on A , B and Q. 
Tahara [28] working independently, has proved a generalisation 
of the main theorem by showing that H2(B,C) is a direct factor of 
H^(G,C) for any trivial G-module C. (H2(G,C) ~ M(G) when C is the 
rationals modulo Z.) The complementary factor of H2(B,C) is the kernel 
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of a certain restriction homoraorphism. His method involves a careful 
examination of the 2-cocycles from G to C. 
Our approach to calculating M(G) is strictly analogous to 
that of Chapter 2 for regular products. Lemmas 4.1.4 and 4.1.6 corres-
pond in turn to Lemmas 2.2-1 and 2.2.3. 
If K is a regular product of its subgroups A and B then, 
according to Definitions 2.1.1 and 4.1.1, it is also a splitting exten-
sion of both A[A,B] by B and B[A,B] by A. (The subgroup A[A,B] is a 
splitting extension of [A,B] by A and similarly for B[A,B].) Unfor-
tunately the converse is not true. For example, the symmetric group on 
three symbols is a splitting extension of a pair of cycles but a quick 
check shows that it cannot be expressed as a regular product in any way. 
There are several reasons for not dealing with the multipli-
cator of a regular product as a special case of the theory derived 
below for splitting extensions. Firstly it is more difficult and less 
illuminating to try to prove that the complement of M(B) in M(K) is 
M(A) X MK(A,B) than to start with a different presentation for K as in 
Chapter 2. Secondly one would only obtain the multiplicator of a 
regular product of a pair of groups. Theorem 2.2.6 (for K a regular 
product of the A^, A £ I) would then have to be established by trans-
finite induction on the index set I and it would be extremely hard to 
work with MK(A.) in this context, A 
We start with a couple of elementary results on splitting 
extensions. 
(4.1.2) Suppose G is the splitting extension of A by B under Q and G 
is the splitting extension of A by B under 0. If a : A A and 
P : B — B are epimorphisms such that, 
(a(b0))a = (aa)(b(3e) for all a e A, b e B , 
then the map, 
T : G - G 
ab (aa)(bp) 
is an epimorphism of G extending a and p. 
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Proof It is routine to prove = (a^ b^ )T(a2b2)T using 
the fact that b^a^ = ( a 2 ( b ^ 0 ) . 11 
(4.1.3) Suppose G is the splitting extension of A by B under 0. If N 
is a subgroup of A which is normal in G, then G/N is the splitting 
extension of A/N by B under the action, 
(aN)^ = (a^)N , a e A, b e B . 
Proof If a is the canonical homomorphism from A onto N then N(b0)a = E, 
b e B, since N(b0) = N. The homomorphism b0a : A - A/N therefore 
induces an automorphism b0 : A/N - A/N. It is easily checked that the 
map. 
: B Aut(A/N) 
b<l) 
is a homomorphism. Let G be the splitting extension of A/N by B under 
0. Then, by construction, 
a(b04)) = (aN)bct) 
= aa(b(t)) 
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and (4.1.2) may be invoked to show that the map T '. ab (acx)b from G 
onto G is a homomorphism. The kernel of t is N. // 
Proposition (4.1.3) can be used to find a presentation for G. 
Lemma 4.1.4 Suppose G is a splitting extension of A by B under 0 and 
F^/R^ and F^/R^ ^^^ presentations for A and B respectively, then F/R is 
a presentation for G where 
(i) F - F^ * F^ 
F F F (ii) R = R^ R^ S 
(iii) S = sgp(f^""'f^ e F^;f2 e F 2 ' V l ^ ^ ^ ^  ^ 
(iv) V^ and V^ are the epimorphisms from F^, F^ onto A, B. 
Proof Let \|; be the natural homomorphism from F to A * B induced by V^  
and V^, and <\> be the natural homomorphism from A * B onto G induced by 
F F the identity maps on A and B. The kernel of equals R^ R^ by Lemma 
F 
2.2. l(i) so that R = ker\lf0 if (S )\if = kertt). 
Now, put T = If a = f^V^, b = f^V^ and f^  e F^ such 
that f^v^ = a(b0), then, 
[f^ .f-, = (a'\a(b0))[b,a])<D 
= a'^a^[b,a] in G 
= [a,b][b,a] 
This implies that T0 = E and hence T is a subgroup of ker$. 
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To prove the converse we consider A * B/T. Note that T is a 
subgroup of A[A,B] since Sf is clearly a subgroup of A[A,B] and the 
latter is normal in A B. In particular AT/T is a subgroup of 
A[A,B]/T. But, given a e A, b e B, 
[b,a]T - ( [b,a](a"\a(b0)) [b,a])''')T 
= ((a(b0))'''a)T 
so that [A,B]T/T is a subgroup of AT/T. It follows that 
AT/T = A[A,B]/T. 
The free product A * B is a splitting extension of A[A,B] by 
B which implies by (4.1.3) that A * B/T is a splitting extension of 
A[A,B]/T by B. The action of B on A[A,B]/T (= AT/T) is given by, 
(aT)^ = ( a ^ T 
= (a[b,a]"'')T 
= (aT)((a'\a(be)))T) 
= (a(be))T . 
An application of (4.1.2) to A * B/T, with p equal to the identity on B 
and a equal to the isomorphism aT k a, shows that A * B/T is isomorphic 
to G under the map x : (aT)b t- ab. The diagram, 
cr 
A * B - A * B/T 
I T 
commutes by (4.1.3) where a is the canonical homomorphism. Therefore, 
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ker0 = kercTT 
= T 
F 
(S )\|/ as required . // 
F F F 
The next two propositions put R = R^ R2 S into a suitable 
form for calculating RnF'/[R,F]. 
(4.1.5) R^ and subgroups of S. 
Proof (i) If r^ 6 R^ then r^V^ = 1 and hence (r^ V^ ) (f^ V^e) = 1 for 
each f^ e F^- ^^ follows that r^ = 1 ^r^ [f2>l] is an element of S. 
(ii) If r^ e R2 then r^V^ = 1 is the identity automorphism. 
Therefore = ^ 1 ^ i f ' ^ 
Lemma 4.1.6 (i) R = R2S^ 
(ii) RHF' = (R2 n F2')(S^ n F') 
(iii) [R,F] = [R2,F2][R2,F^][S,F] . 
F F F 
Proof (i) R = ^ 
= by (4.1.5) 
= R2[R2,F^]^S^ by Lemma 2.2.2 
= R2S^ . 
(ii) RHF' = R2S^ n F2'F^'[F^,F2] by (i) and (2.1.5) 
= (R2 ^ ^ F^'[F^,F2]) since F is a splitting 
extension of ^^ 
F and S^ < F [F , F J 
= (R2 n F2')(s' n F') . 
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(iii) [R,F] = [R^S^.F] 
= [R2.F][S^,F] by (1.3.17) 
= (2.2.3) and (1.3.15) 
(4.1.5) . // 
The main result can now be proved. 
THEOREM 4.1.7 Suppose G is the splitting extension of A by B under 
then M(G) is isomorphic to, 
M ( B ) X S ^ N F 7 [ R 2 , F 2 ] [ S , F ] 
where F, F , R and S are as defined in (4.1.4). 
Proof (i) Let | and RJ be the canonical homomorphisms from F onto 
F / [ R 2 , F 2 ] ^ and F | onto F | / ( [ R ^ , F ^ ] [S,F])| respectively. Then from 
Lemma 4.1.6, 
R n F 7 [ R , F ] = ( R N F ' ) L T I 
= (R2 n F2')^TI(S^ N F ' )|TI . 
Since R n F ' / [ R , F ] is abelian, we only need to show that ( R ^ fl F ^ ' ) ! ! ] and 
(S^ n F ' ) | T I intersect trivially for R N F 7 [ R , F ] to be their direct 
product. 
Now F| = F^ * Lemma 2.2. l(i). Also the 
kernel, ( [R2 > ] [S, F])|, of r) is normal in F| and contained in 
F^l ^^^^ implies, from (4.1.3), that F|T] is a splitting 
extension of F^ ^ T] [F^  ^r,, F^ |t] ] by F^lr). In particular. 
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( i i ) The kerne l of i s [R^, F^  ] [R2 , F^  ] [S, F ]. Now [R2'F2] and 
R^  n F^' are contained i n F^  and [R2,F^][S,F] i s contained i n 
Thus R^  n F^' i n t e r s e c t s ker|T) i n [R2»F2] and 
(^2 ^ F^')!!] - R2 n F27[R2 ,F2] = M(B). S im i l a r l y S^  0 F' i n te r sec t s 
ker|Ti i n [R2,F^][S,F] and (S^ H ~ S^  n F 7 [R2 , F^  ] [S, F]. // 
The problem of f i nd i ng M(G) now bo i l s down to f i nd ing the 
F 
s t r u c tu re of the abe l i an group S fl f 7 [ S , F ] . Denote t h i s group by 
SG(A,B). 
THEOREM 4o l . 8 SG(A,B) i s isomorphic to T^ fl K 7 [ T , K ] where K = F^  * B 
and. 
Proof Let 5 be the na tu ra l homomorphism from F onto K induced by V^  
and the i d e n t i t y on F^  . I f b = f^ V^ and f^  v^  = f^v^(b0) then, 
Thus S& = T and hence [S,F]5 = [T,K]. Suppose we could show that 
(S^ n F ' ) = T^ n K' then, 
T ^ n K 7 [ T , K ] = (S^ n F ' ) 5 / [ S , F ] 5 
~ S^  n F 7 [R2,F^ ] [S,F] by (1.3.20) s ince, 
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((S^ n F') n ker5)[S,F] = (S^ fl F' H 
(s^ n F' n R^IR^^F^]^)[S,F] by Lemma 2.2.2 
( S ^ n F" n [R2,F^]^)[S,F] since 
= [R2.F^]^[S,Fj by (4.1.5) 
= [R2,F.^  ] [S,F] since [[R2,F^],F] 
< [S,F] . 
That is, T^ fl k7[T,K] ~ SG(A,B). 
p 
To complete the proof it has to be shown that (S 0 F')5 is 
K F K indeed equal to T 0 K'. Clearly (S fl F')5 is a subgroup of T f] K' 
F K F (= S 6 n F'&). Conversely if u e T fl K' then there exists x e S , 
. -1 F y e F such that xB = u = y5. Now yx £ kerS = R2 • Therefore 
y e = R. But y e F' SO that y e RHF' = (R^ fl F^'XS^ fl F'). 
This implies that u = y& e (S^ H F') since (R^ H F2')5 = E, That is 
T*^  n K' is contained in (S^ H F')5. // 
Theorem 4.1.8 provides a considerable simplification of 
SG(A,B) and relates its structure more closely to that of B. But how 
does SG(A,B) depend on the structure of A? If we identify SG(A,B) with 
T^ n k7[T,K] then it contains (R^  H F^  ' ) [T,K]/[T,K] since R^  is a sub-
group of T by (4.1.5). Moreover is in [T,K] so that 
J--1] ')[T,K]/[T,K] is a homomorphic image of M(A). 
(4o1.9) The quotient of SG(A,B) by (R^  fl F^  ' ) [T,K]/[T,K] is isomorphic 
to U*^  n C'/ [U,C] where C = A * B and, U = sgp(a"^ (a(b0)) [b,a] |a 6 A,b 6 B) 
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Proof Let £ be the natural homomorphism from K to C induced by V^ and 
p 
the identity on B. The image of T under ^ is U. This time ker| = R^ 
K K C 
is a subgroup of T so that (T H K')| = U fl C' immediately. 
Proposition (1.3.20) implies that, 
u ' ^ n c 7 [ u , c ] = (T^ n K')|/[T,K]| 
~ T ^ n n F^ ' ) [T,K] 
since 
(T^ n K' n k e r O [ T , K ] = (T^ H K' fl 
(K' n R^^) [T,K] since R^ < T 
(K' n R^ [R^ .B]'^) [T,K] 
Thus , 
= (R^ n F^')[T,K] 
c T ^ n K 7 [T,K] 
U n c ' / [ u , c ] R T i l T T i T i T • " 
If M(A) = E then (R^ H F^ ')[T,K]/[T,K] = E. 
COROLLARY 4.1.10 If M(A) = E then SG(A,B) ~ U*^  H c 7 [ U , C ] 
Not much more can be said in general about SG(A,B). Obvious-
ly there is insufficient information to construct a representing pair 
for finite G in the style of Theorem 2.3.1. However we can establish 
the existence of a representing group which is a splitting extension of 
a group L^ by a representing group for B. L^ is not a representing 
group for A but it contains SG(A,B) as a central subgroup and their 
quotient is isomorphic to A. 
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Theorem 23.5 in [14] Kapitel V states that there is a sub-
group D(R,F) of F/[R,F] such that, 
(i) R/[R,F] = D(R,F) X RHF'/[R,F] - (l) 
,. .- / F/ [R,F] (RHF'/[R,F])D(R,F) \ 
^^^^ V D ( R , F ) ' D T R T F Y " ~ Y IS a representing pair for G 
when G is finite 
Let p be the canonical homomorphism from F onto F/[R,F], 
Starting with the fact that R = R^S , and copying the argument of 
Theorem 4.1.7 it can be shown that, 
Rp = R^P X (S^)p . - (2) 
But, replacing F and R by F^ and R^ in (1), we have 
and, since F^P ~ , 
R^P = D(R2,F2) X (R^ n F2')P - (3) 
where is the image of DCR^jF^). From Theorem 4.1.7, 
(RnF')p = (R^ n F2')P X (S^ n F')p . - (4) 
Substituting (4) in (1) and (3) in (2), we have 
D ( R , F ) X (R^ n F2')p X (S^ n F')p = X (R^ H F2')p X (S^)p . 
- (5) 
Therefore, from (4) and (5), 
(S^)p = D(S) X (S^ n F')p - (6) 
where D(S) = (S^)p D D(R,F), and hence, 
D(R,F) = D(R2,F2) X D(S) - (7) 
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P 
since (S n F')p and (R^ H F2')p intersect D(R,F) trivially by (1). 
FP is a splitting extension of (F^ fF^,F2])p by F^p from 
Theorem 4.1.7. Put L^ = (F^ [F^,F^])p/D(S). Then by (6) and an applic-
ation of (4.1.3), Fp is a splitting extension of L^ by F^p/DCR^, F^ 
which is what we were aiming at since Fp/D(R,F) is a representing group 
F ^ / ] 
for G by (ii) and Fp/D(R,F) - is a representing group for B, 
Note that, 
SG(A,B) = (S^ n F')p from Theorem 4.1 .7 
(S^)p/D(S) by (6) . 
If we identify SG(A,B) with (S^)p/D(S) then, 
(F [F ,F ])p/D(S) 
L /SG(A,B) = ^ 
( s ' ) p / D ( S ) 
^ (F^ [F^,F2])p/(S^)P 
~ F^LF^.F^jR/R by (1.3.20) since, 
(F^ [F^,F2] n kerp)S^ = [R2,F^]^ [S,F]S^ 
= F^ tF-j'F^] n R . 
Thus L^/SG(A,B) ~ A by Lemma 4.1.4. It is clear that SG(A,B) is 
central in L^ since [S,F] is contained in kerp. 
There is a result on SG(A,B) reminiscent of Theorem 2.3.1 
which will be used in Chapter 5= 
(4.1.11) When A is finite there exists a representing group L for A 
such that SG(A,B) is isomorphic to fl J'/[W,J] where 
(i) J = L * B 
(ii) W = e L;b e = i-|W(be)) 
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(iii) CO is the epimorphism of L onto A. 
Proof Let X be the natural homomorphism from K = F^ * B onto 
* B. Then L = F^ x/D is a representing group for A where, 
R^X = D X (R^ n F^ ')x . 
Let M- be the natural homomorphism from Kx onto J = L B. Note that 
TXI^ = W . W e prove fl J'/ [W,J] ~ T^^ fl K'/ [T,K]. 
Now, 
(T^^ n K')x/[T,K]X ~ (Tx)^^n ( K X ) 7 [ T X , K X ] since R^ < T and 
kerx = [R-i'F^]'^ < T ^ 
(i) 
and 
(W'^ n J')/[W,J] = (Tx)^^ n ( K X ) 7 [Tx,Kx] since kena = D^^ 
Kx 
< X 
< Tx*^^ . - (ii) 
But 
ker^i n (KX)' = D^^ n (Kx)' 
= D [ D , K X ] N ( K X ) ' 
= (D n ( F ^ X ) ' B ' [ F ^ X , B ] ) [ D , K X ] 
= [D,Kx] since D P (F^x)' = E . 
Thus, by (1.3.20), 
((TX)'^^ n (Kx)')^^/[TX,Kx]kL ~ (Tx)^^ H (Kx) ' / [Tx, Kx] . - (iii) 
The result follows from (i), (ii), (iii) and Theorem 4.1.8. // 
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2. The multiplicator of a verbal wreath product 
The wreath product of a pair of groups is a standard construc-
tion useful in formulating counter examples. Verbal wreath products 
are a natural generalisation in the context of variety theory. Both 
are defined in terms of a splitting extension. 
Given arbitrary groups A and B, let A^ be an isomorphic copy 
of A for each b e B. Denote the isomorphism A - A^ by a^ ^ and let 
C = n''^  A, . Suppose V is a given set of words in F . Put G = # A . 
K c i a b o o v , „ b beB ^ beB 
The isomorphisms a, a, , , : A — A ,, b e B, induce an automorphism b bb b bb 
b'e,^  of C. Lemma 3.1.4 (i) shows that C^ = V(C) fl [A^ *^ ] is left 
invariant by b'0. so that b'0 induces an automorphism b0 of G^ ^ = C/C . fC tC V V V 
It is easily checked that : B — AutG^ is a monomorphism. 
DEFINITION 4.2.1 (Smel'kin [24]) The restricted V-verbal wreath 
product, Awr^B, of A by B is the splitting extension of G^ by B under 
0^. When V consists of the identity only, G^ = C, and the correspond-
ing verbal wreath product is the free wreath product Awr^B. 
The definition includes the (ordinary) wreath product AwrB 
which corresponds to the special case where V(C) = becomes 
the direct product of the A^. 
M(Awr^B) is isomorphic to M(B) X S(Awr^B)(G^,B) by Theorem 
4.1.7. It is possible to prove directly from (4.1.11) that 
S(Awr^B)(G^,B) is isomorphic to M(A) X Cy[C^,Awr^B] but the argument 
is extremely long and complicated. There is a much shorter way. We 
prove that Awr^B is isomorphic to A * B which enables us to find a 
presentation for Awr^B in terms of presentations for A and B rather 
than for G^ and B. The arguments of Lemma 4.1.6, Theorem 4.1.7 and 
Theorem 4.1.8, with S replaced by another group, can still be applied. 
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The multiplicator of AwrB has been found by Blackburn [2] 
using a mixture of homology theory and the "direct approach" on a 
presentation for AwrB similar to Schur's handling of M(AXB). We obtain 
an equivalent result in Corollary 4.2.10. 
A stronger version of (4.2.2) is stated in Hall and Hartley 
[12]. 
(4.2.2) Awr^^B is isomorphic to A * B. 
Proof It is usual to denote aa^^ by a^, a e A, b e B. Every element of 
Awr^,^B is a product of cb' where b' e B and c is a product of elements 
a, , a 6 A , b e B. But a, = a^'^ in Awr, B so that A, and B generate 
D D I 1 
Awr.B. Let co be the epimorphism from A B onto Awr.B induced by a, 
and the identity on B. 
An inverse for lo can be found using (4.1.2). The normal 
B 
closure of A of A in A * B is generated by the subgroups 
A ^ = {a'^la e A], b e B. Clearly : a a'^, a e A is an isomorphism 
b B 
of A and A . Let (3 be the natural epimorphism of C onto A induced by 
the a^'^P, : A, -- A^. W e have 
b b b 
bb' 
a 
= (a^P)^' in A® . 
I 
This implies that (c(b'0^,^))P = (cP) for all c e C. Thus the map 
T : cb I- (cP)b is an epimorphism from Awr^B onto A * B by (4.1.2). Now 
aooT = a and bcox = b so that cox is the identity on A * B and oj is an 
isomorphism. // 
7 9 
LEMMA 4 . 2 . 3 Suppose F^/R^ and p r e s e n t a t i o n s f o r A and 
Then F / R i s a p r e s e n t a t i o n f o r Awr^B where 
( i ) F = F-, * F^ 
( i i ) R = R^S^ 
( i i i ) = 
f9 H ( i v ) R^ = V ( H ) n [ ( F ^ where H = F^ , 
P r o o f The group G^ i s d e f i n e d t o be C / C ^ . Since C^ i s i n v a r i a n t under 
h O ^ , b e B, C^ i s normal i n Awr^^B and ( 4 . 1 . 3 ) shows t h a t Awr^^B/C^ i s 
t h e s p l i t t i n g e x t e n s i o n o f G^ by B under t h e a c t i o n 
= 
= ( c C ^ ) ( b 0 ^ ) by c o n s t r u c t i o n o f Q^ , 
w h i c h i m p l i e s t h a t Awr^,^B/C^ = A w r ^ B . 
L e t be t h e c a n o n i c a l homomorphism from Awr^B o n t o A w r ^ B , 
be t h e n a t u r a l homomorphism from F^ * F^ o n t o A * B and co t h e i s o m o r -
phism from A * B t o Awr^B c o n s t r u c t e d i n ( 4 . 2 . 2 ) . 
Ijf 0) ^ 
F A F - A 'f B - A w r . B - A w r , B . 1 2 " V 
The k e r n e l o f iji i s " ^^ Lemmas 2 . 2 . 1 and 2 . 2 . 2 . 
B u t , 
H D B 
= ( V ( D ) n [ ( A ) ])co by Lemma 3 . 1 . 4 ( i i ) where D = A 
= c^ by Lemma 3 . 1 . 4 ( i ) 
= ker\l;^ . 
F F Thus R = R 2 [ R 2 , F ^ ] RJ R^ i s t h e k e r n e l o f . // 
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Compare the statements of (4.1.4) and Lemma 4.2.3. Lemma 4.1.6 
and Theorem 4.1.7 are based on (4.1.4). The proofs do not depend on the 
actual generators of S but only on the facts that S^ is contained in 
and that R^^ and ^^ ^^  contained in S^. S^ also has 
these properties. We may therefore restate Theorem 4.1.7 in the 
present context as follows, 
(4.2.4) M(Awr^B) is isomorphic to M(B) X S ^ H F ' / ] [ S ^ , F ] . 
Similarly putting T = S 6, wh ere B is the natural homomor-
phism from F onto K = F^ * B enables us to restate Theorem 4.1.8 as, 
(4.2.5) S ^ n F ' / ] [ 3 ^ , F ] is isomorphic to T^HK'/[T^,K] 
T^nK'/[T^,K] can be expressed as the required direct product 
with the aid of a lemma on free products with amalgamation. 
DEFINITION 4.2.6 (i) G is a product of the groups A^, 7\ e I, amalgam-
ating D if the A^ generate G and A^ H A^ = D, A i M-. 
(ii) G is a free product of the A^, A e I, amalgamating D if 
(a) G satisfies condition (i) 
(b) When : A^ ^ A is an isomorphism and G is a product 
of the A^ amalgamating D in such a way that Dct)^  = D and d^^ = 
d e D; A,M- e I; then there exists a homomorphism of G onto G extending 
the 
(iii) G is a central product of the A^, A e I, amalgamating D if G 
satisfies (i) and = E, A,I-l e l ; A 
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Suppose we are given the groups A^, A 6 I, each with a sub-
group D^ such that there exists a group D with isomorphisms : D^ - D 
Neumann [20] page 527, proves, by identifying d, with d^S^, that it is A A A 
always possible to construct a free product of the A^ amalgamating D. 
It is straightforward to show that this group is isomorphic to the 
quotient of the (absolutely) free product of the A-^  by the normal 
closure of the elements (d, 5-,6 \ d, e D,^ ; A,M- e I. By the same A A M- A A A 
token, the central product of the A^ amalgamating D under the exists 
if and only if each D^ is central in A^, [20] page 534. 
Lemma 4.2.7 Suppose G is the free product of the A^, A e I amalgamat-
ing the subgroups D^ under the isomorphisms : D^ ^  D. If D^ is 
Q 
central in A. for each A € I, then A., intersects [A ] trivially. A A M-
Proof Let V be the natural homomorphism from G onto the central 
product of the A^ amalgamating D under the by Theorem 4.6, [29] shows 
that kerV = [A^ *^ ]. But kerV fl A = E by construction of V. // A 
(4.2.8) (i) T^HK' = (R^ n 
(ii) [T^,K] = [R^,F^][R^,B]'^[K^,K] 
where K = F^  * B, K^ = V(J) fl [(f/)'^] and J = F^®. 
Proof By definition. 
= since [R2, F-, < ker6 
= R^^K^ by Lemma 3.1.4 (ii) 
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Hence, 
= (R^ n F^ 'B' [F^,B])[R^,K]K^ 
= (R-, n F^ ] by Lemma 2.2.2 
= (R^  n 
and. 
= [K^,K] by (1.3.17) 
= [R^,K][K^,K] by (1.3.15) 
The main theorem can now be developed. 
THEOREM 4.2.9 M(Awr^B) is isomorphic to 
M(A) X M(B) X c y [ C ^ , A w r ^ B ] where C^ = V(C) H [A^^] 
Proof The procedure is similar to Theorem 4.1.7. We express the 
canonical homomorphism 0 : K - K/ as a product of three homomor-
phisms in order to prove that T ^ n K 7 [ T y , K ] is the direct product of 
(R^ n F^')<1) and which are then shown to be isomorphic to M(A) and 
C„/[C„,Awr.B] respectively. The theorem follows by (4.2.4) and (4.2.5). 
V V ^ 
(i) Let ^ be the natural homomorphism from K onto (F^/[R^,F^]) * B 
and P, T] be the canonical homomorphism, p : K| — K|/([R^,B] )| and 
T] : K^P ^ K|p/ Then 
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ker^PT] = 
= tT^,K] by (4.2.8) since, 
Thus ker<t) = ker^Pr) and, if we identify KO with K|pr), 4) = |pr]. 
Proposition (4.2.8) implies that (T^nK')ct) = (R^ fl F^ ')(t) K^O. 
Put X = Now suppose Xp intersects trivially where 
Y = X » Then (R^ fl and K^^P intersect trivially as subgroups of 
b Y 
Xp and [(X ) ]p respectively. Furthermore, since kerr) is a subgroup of 
KyiP, (R^ n n = E and (T^nK')0 = (R^ H F^ ')(t) X K^ (t). 
b Y 
(ii) We verify (i) by proving that Xp fl [(X ) ]p = E. According 
to (4.2.2), Y is the free product of its subgroups and X^, b e B. Now 
([R^,B]^)| is a subgroup of Y and = by (1.3.15). By 
definition, [R^,B] is generated by the elements [r,b] r e R, b e B, so 
that = sgp((r|)'\r^)||r e R^ , b e B)^. The quotient 
Y/( [R^  , B]'^)^ is therefore the generalised free product of the X^ amal-
gamating the subgroups (R^^)^ under the isomorphisms I- r|, r e R^ . 
The required intersection is trivial by Lemma 4.2.7 since (R^ )| is 
central in (F^'^)l. 
(iii) The intersection of (RnF')|p and ( [R^  , B]'^  [K^,K])^p is trivial 
by (i) and (ii) since ([R^,B[K^,K])|p = [K^,K]^p < K^^P- Thus 
(RHF ' ) ! n ( [R^  ,B]'^[K^,K])| is a subgroup of kerp = But 
is a subgroup of [F^|,B|] and this cartesian intersects F^  | 
trivially. It follows that (RHF')! fl ( [R^  , B]^[K^,K])| = E so 
( [R, ,B]^[K ,K])| is the kernel of Pt), and we have that (RnF')O is 
isomorphic to (R^ H = M(A). 
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(iv) Let ^ be the natural homomorphism from K = F^ * B onto A * B. 
W e can use the argument of ( 4 . K 9 ) to prove that the quotient of 
T^nK'/[T^,K] (= (T^ and (R^ R F^')[T^,K]/[T^,K] is isomorphic to 
V ^ ( A * b]. But = (R^ n so that 
Ky^ ~ T^l n (A * B ) 7 [ T y ^ , A B] 
V-
since oj : A * B - Awr^^B is an 
isomorphism by (4.2.2). 
Finally, 
= (V(D) n 
CO 
= C 
V ' 
where ^ = F^ by (4.2.8) 
by Lemma 3.1.4 and because 
K 
R^ = ker^ 
and hence, 
since C^ < (Awr^B)' // 
Definition 4.2.1 constructs Awr^B using the right regular 
representation of B. This is a particular instance of the situation 
where B acts as a permutation group on a given set I and Awr^B is 
defined to be the splitting extension of G = A. (A ~ A) by B 
Ael ^ 
under the action of B on G^, induced by the isomorphisms A — A . The 
V A Ab 
above argument carries through, replacing the A^^ by the A^. 
When G = C/H is a regular product of the A^ and = H, a 
splitting extension of G by B can be constructed to form a group 
similar to Awr^B. Again the work of this section would need little 
modification to show the multiplicator of this splitting extension to 
be M(A) X M(B) X H/[H,Awr.B]. 
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It may also be possible to treat the case of an unrestricted 
wreath product [21] 2.2. 
There is an interesting alternative proof to Theorem 4.2.9 
when A is abelian. The cartesian [A,B] in A * B is generated by the 
elements a ^a^ so that 
[A,B]w ^ = sgp(a, e A, b e B) 1 b 
= sgp(a^ a^j^ , la e A; b,b' e B) in Awr^^B . 
Now [A, ] is the normal closure of the [a, , a' , ] but b b b 
, -1 S -1 1-1 1-1 . N 
and 
= ( a a ' f o r each a,a' € A if b b 
and only if A is 
abelian, 
C -1 
so that, when A is abelian, [A^ ^ ] is a subgroup of [A,B]OJ or 
equivalently is a subgroup of [A,B]. The first part of the 
proof of ( 4 . 2 . 2 ) shows that A w r ^ B = A ^^  B/C^OJ and C ^ is a subgroup of 
[A Awr B is therefore a regular product of A and B. In this case 
b V 
Theorem 4 . 2 . 9 comes directly from Theorem 2.2.6. 
Returning to the general case, we have that Awr^^B is the 
product CB so that [C^,Awr^^B] = [C^, C] [C^, B]. Let a^ be the canonical 
homomorphism from Awr^B onto Awr^^B/[C^, C ]. Then C ^ [C^,Awr^,^B] is 
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isomorphic to C ^ a ^ w h i c h is a regular product of the A^ since 
We can be more specific when V(C) = y^iC) and Awr^B becomes 
the ordinary wreath product AwrB. 
COROLLARY 4.2.10 M(AwrB) is isomorphic to 
M(A) X M(B) X ( A (X)A, )/N where is any fixed ordering on 
the underlying 
set of B and N is the subgroup generated by the elements, 
) a,a' £ A; b,b^ jb^ e B 
and b^ ^ ^2' 
Proof From above M(Awr^B) = M(A) X M(B) X C^ct^/[C^, B I n this case 
C^^ = [A, so that Ca = Il(2) A and hence C^Oy - [A^ ^ ] where 
beB 
G = n(2) A . The structure of [A^ ] is well known. We have that, 
beB ^ 
Q 
(i) [A^ ] is central in G 
(ii) = 
(iii) [A^^] = sgp([A^ e ^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^ 
(iv) [A ,A ] n sgp([A^ ^ ^ ^ 
1 2 3 4 
(b^^b^) ^ = E by the associativity of nilpotent 
multiplication, 
(v) [A^ ] ~ A^ (g)A^ since s g p ( A ^ ^ = 
Therefore [A^^] = ^ ^ A^ ® A ^ . 
8 7 
By (4.1.3) C^a^ is a splitting extension of G by B under the 
action (a, = a, , , . Hence b bb 
= sgp([[a^ ],b]|b^,b2,b e B; a,a' e A; b^  < b^) 
= sgp( [a^ ^ f^^b'^b b^ ^ ^ A' < ^2) 
The result follows since b h ^ b„b and [a, ,,a, , ] = [a^  // 
I 2 b^b b^b b^b b^  b 
3. Construction of a representing group for Awr^B 
Given representing pairs (L,M) and (K,N) for A and B it is 
fairly easy to guess what a representing pair for Awr^B might look like. 
Let : L^ — L be an isomorphism and let D be the free product of the 
L^ amalgamating M under the isomorphisms M-^^ : M^ — M where M^ = M ^ 
By Definition 4.2.6 (ii) (b) the M-, M-, , induce an automorphism hQ of D. 
b bb 
Suppose that 5 : K ^ B is the epimorphism with kernel N and that U is 
the splitting extension of D by K under the action 60 ^ K — AutD. Now 
D = V(D) n [L, is left invariant by the x60, x £ K, so that 
V b V 
is a subgroup of D^ which is also invariant. Note that MflD^  = E by 
Lemma 4.2.6. Proposition (4.1.3) implies that J = U/[D^,U] is the 
splitting extension of G = D/[D^,U] by K under the action e^ : K - AutG 
where restricted to L^ ,^ is ' ^  S(x6)- ^^ 
generated by the L^ since L^ ^ fl < \ [L^^] = E by Lemma 4.2.6). 
THEOREM 4.3.1 Suppose Awr^B is finite and that (L,M) and (K,N) are 
representing pairs for A and B. Then (J,Q) is a representing pair for 
Q 
Awr^B where J is as defined above, Q = MNG^ and G^ = V(G) H [L^ ]. 
Proof Q is a subgroup of Z(K)nK' by construction. The subgroup G^ of 
Q equals D^[D^,U] by Lemma 3.1.4 and MHD^ = E in D by Lemma 4.2.6 so 
that MflG^  = E in G. Thus, since J is a splitting extension of G by K, 
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MN n G^ = M n G^ = E , 
M n NG^ = ^ ^ S " ^ ' 
and N fl MG^ < KflG = E . 
This implies that Q = M X N X G^ and the result will follow by Theorem 
4.2.9 provided we can show that K/Q ~ Awr„B and G„ ~ C /[C„,Awr,B]. 
V V V V 
u/ [D D] 
By construction, J/Q ~ ^^^ ^ ^pj ~ U/MND^. Now 
D/M = C = IT''' A, where A, = L /M and (4.1.3) implies that U/M is the 
beB ^ b b ^ 
splitting extension of C by K under (see section 2). Proposition 
U/M (4.1.2) may be applied to show that is the splitting extension of C 
xN by K/N under the action a, = a, , ^ . , a e A, x e K. That is U/MN is b b(xo; 
isomorphic to Awr^^B. Therefore there exists an epimorphism T from U 
onto Awr B with kernel MN. But D„T = by Lemma 3.1.4 (ii) so that * V V 
U/MND is isomorphic to Awr,B/C = Awr B. V V V 
Finally, 
D^ n kerx = D^ 0 MN 
= D^ n M 
= E 
and hence, 
= c y [Cy,Awr^^B] by Lemma 3.1.4 . // 
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CHAPTER 5 
THE SPLITTING EXTENSIONS OF A FINITE ABELIAN GROUP 
1 o The splitting extensions of one cycle by another 
Suppose that A and B are finite cycles generated by elements 
X and y of orders m and n respectively and that G is the splitting 
extension of A by B under 0. The homomorphism 0 : B — AutA is induced 
by the action of y on x in G. This action must be of the form 
H 
x(y0) = X where the highest common factor, of ^ and m is one 
and m divides . The multiplicator of G turns out to be the cycle 
n . 
of order (£-1 ,m, Z 
i=l 
Firstly M(G) = u'^nc'/[U,C] where C = A ^^  b and 
U = s g p ( a ' \ a ( b 0 ) ) [b,a] la e A , b e B) by Corollary 4.1.10 since 
i-1 
M(A) = E. Let D = sgp(x [y,x]). Now, since C is a splitting exten-
sion of A[A,B] by B, (4.1.3) may be applied to show that both C/U and 
r C C 
C/D are isomorphic to G. But D < U so that D = U and hence 
M(G) = D S C 7 [D,C]. 
T S 
For convenience we take C as being generated by x and y , 
1 < r < m , 1 < s < n. Then, from (1.3.16), 
[D,C] = sgp( [ x ^ ' M y , x ] , x ^ ] , [x^"'' [y,x],y®] |1 < r < m, 1 < s < n)^ 
= sgp ( [ y ,x ,x^ ] , < r < m, 1 < s < n)^ 
by (1.3.4) . 
If 4) is the canonical homomorphism from C onto C/[D,C] then it follows 
by induction on r and s that. 
g 
[y®,x]0 = where (j(s) = Z 
i=l 
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(1) 
(2) 
since (1) is trivial for r = 1, (2) is trivial for s = 1 and, 
= ( [y,x] [y,x,x'"])$ 
= [y,x]0 - (1)' 
= ( [y,x] [y,x,y®] [y®,x])0 
= ( ^ ][y,x][y®,x])0 
= ( [ y ® , x ] ^ ' ^ y , x ] [ y ' , x ] ) 0 . - (2)' 
From above, 
M(G) = (0*^00' 
(J 
(D )(l)nc'0 since ker0 < [A,B] = C 
= D0nc'0 . 
Note that C0 is a regular product of A0 and B0. If z e D0 then 
z = ((x'^'^ [y,x])0)^, for some r, and hence z = (x^)^^"^"^ \ [y,x]0)^. It 
follows that z e c'0 if and only if (x ^ = i. That is 
t 
D0nc'0 = Sgp([y,x] )0 where t = m/(i-1,m) (the order of x ). 
To find the order of [A,B]0, (= sgp([x,y]0) by (1) and (2)) 
w e observe that ( [y,x]0)'" = 1 and ( = 1 by (1) and (2). 
Hence |[A,B]0| divides (m,(j(n)). Conversely C0 can be reconstructed 
from H w h e r e H is the cycle of order (m,o-(n)) generated by z. The map 
X x z , z I- z'^, induces an automorphism, a, of H X A since z = 1 and 
(^,(j(n)) = 1 . But xa'^ = xz^*^^^ and za^ = z-^ by induction on r. Thus 
a"^ = 1 since (cr(n),m) divides cr(n) and m divides . Let K be the 
splitting extension of H X A by B under the action induced by the map 
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y a. K is generated by A and B so that there exists a natural homo-
morphism from C onto K, It is easy to check that [A,B]0 = H and 
(ker4))^^ = E. Thus (m,a(n)) divides ![A,B]0|. 
We have that M(G) is a cyclic group of order u/(u,t) where 
u = (m,cr(n)). Now m = (^-1 ,m)t and ((f-l,m),t) = 1. Therefore 
u = ((^-1 ,m),cr(n))(t,a(n)), (u,t) must be (t,ff(n)) and M(G) is cyclic 
of order ,m,a(n)). 
Tahara also proves this result [28] Proposition 9. 
2. A conjecture 
When A is abelian and finitely generated with no elements of 
even order then it can be shown that SG(A,B) is a central product of a 
homomorphic image, L'0, of M(A) and a certain other group. This is a 
highly technical result, almost useless for actual computation. How-
ever L'cj) is a direct factor of SG(A,B) when G is also a p-group, p odd, 
(Evens [4]). The conjecture is that L'(l) remains a direct factor when 
this extra condition is dropped. 
n 
We will only sketch the argument. Suppose A = H A. where 
i=l ^ 
A^ = sgp(a^). A slight modification of (4.1.11) yields that SG(A,B) is 
isomorphic to W'^nj7[w,j] where 
(i) J = L * B 
(ii) W = e L; b 6 B; = i^a(b0)) 
n 
(iii) L = n(2) A. 
i=1 ^ 
(iv) a is the homomorphism from L to A with kernel L', 
Note that L' is isomorphic to A . ^ A . = M(A). The hypo-
i>j ^ ^ n n. 
thesis that no element of A is even order implies that H a. has the 
i=1 
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same order when evaluated in A or L and this enables the construction 
of automorphisms bx, b e B of L such that, bxa = b0. (The map 
X : B - AutL is not usually a homomorphism.) These can be used to 
express W'^  as = [V sgp( [b, i ]^ [b, ^ ] ^ e L, b e B)^ where 
I : [LjB] — L is the homomorphism induced by the map [£,h] h 
of free generators. 
It follows that, 
(5.2.1) W"nj7[w,j] = (L'kerri) fW,J]/[W,J] where ti = 
B B 
(5.2.2) There is a homomorphism 0 of J such that L /[W,J] ~ (L )ct)/Kct) 
where 
K = sgp([b^b2,^]''' [b^,i][b2,i(b^X)]|b^,b2 e B; ^ e 
and K0 is normal in J(t>. 
(5.2.3) Suppose X = [L,B]' sgp( [b, ^ ^ , ^ ^ 3 I ^  ^ ^ 
g 
map T : x0 1— x|0, x e X, is an isomorphism and (L )$ is the central 
product of [L,B]0 and L^ amalgamating Xct> under t-
SG(A,B) is therefore the quotient of a central product of L' 
and (kerT])0 by K0 (K is in kerr]) • In fact (kerr])0 = Y X X0 and 
K0 n X0 = E. We do not know 
[L,-S,]<t>0 ^ L 0 
L' 
X0 = X|< 
whether K0 is contained in Y so 
that, in general, SG(A,B) is a 
central product of (kerT))0/K0 and 
L'0 amalgamating X0 under t. 
Evens states that 
SG(A,B) = H^(B,A) X 
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provided that A is abelian and G is a p-group, p odd. But L'o is iso-
morphic to H^CAjZ)^ in the present context because the natural action 
of b on M(A) (= corresponds to the restriction of bx to L' and 
L'(t> is actually isomorphic to L'/[L', B] = L'/sgp( ) U e L', b e B) 
Therefore, when G is an odd p-group, L'0 is a direct factor of SG(A,B). 
This forces K<|) to lie in Y. The fact that G is a p-group does not seem 
to have any special bearing on the relations involved and this suggests 
that K(l) may always be contained in Y. If this were the case then the 
complementary factor of L'(l) in SG(A,B) (i.e. SG(A, B)/L'd)) would be the 
kernel of the map 
^ : H/N ~ A 
(a,b)N a"\a(b0)) 
where H is the free abelian group 
on the pairs (a,b) and N is the subgroup generated by 
(aa',b)"\a,b)(a',b), (a, bb ' )'\a, b) (a(b0), b ' ) a,a' e A; b,b' e B. 
The multiplicator of G is M(B)Xker^ when either A is cyclic 
(for arbitrary B) or 0 : B — AutA is an endomorphism because L'(|) is 
trivial in both cases. The first case is obvious. For the second we 
2 
see that, given i,j there exists a b0 such that a^(b0) = a^ and 
a^ihe) = a y j ^ i. Therefore, 
[a.,a.]$ = [a.(bX),a.(bX)]0 
= [a (be),a (b0)]4) since (bx)a = b0 and V is central 
i j 
2 
and [a^,a J(D = 1 . // 
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CHAPTER 6 
CENTRAL PRODUCTS 
Broadly speaking we have considered two types of product. 
G G When G is generated by A^ and A^, and A^ D A^ and A^ n A^ are trivial 
then M(A^) X MCA^) is a direct factor of M(G). If A^ fl k ^ is non 
Q 
trivial and A^ fl A^ is trivial then at least MCA^) is a direct factor 
of M(G). Perhaps the simplest example of a product where neither 
G G 
A^ n A^ nor A^ fl A^ is trivial occurs when G is a non degenerate cen-
tral product of A^ and A^ (see Definition 4.2.6 (iii)). It is not sur-
prising that, in this instance, there seems to be no natural embedding 
of M(A^) or MCA^) in M(G). Indeed the usual manoeuvre of constructing 
a presentation for G in terms of presentations for A^ and A^ appears to 
be inadequate. 
Let G be the central product of A^ and A^ amalgamating C^  
er the isomorphism & = ^ ^ ^ C^ where C^  and C^ are central in A^ and und 
(6.1.1) Suppose F. is a free group and that V^ is an epimorphism from 
F onto A with kernel R., i = 1,2. Then F/R is a presentation for G i i 1-
where 
(i) F = F^ F^ 
(ii) R = T[F^ ,F2] 
(iii) T = sgp(s^s2"'' Is^  e S^, s^ € S^, s^V^S = s^V^) 
(iv) S^ is the group of elements in F^ which maps onto C^ under V^, 
i = 1,2. 
Proof Let p and t) be the natural epimorphisms, 
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P ^ 
F-, X F^ -- A^ X A^ G . 
R^ and R^ are obviously contained in T. It is easily checked that 
ker| = kerp = R^R^ and ker^ = T|p. Therefore 
kerlPT] = T[F^ ,F2]. // 
(6.1.2) The multiplicator of G is isomorphic to HfF^^F^J/K where H,K 
and [F^jF^] are subgroups of F (2)F and 
-1 (i) H = sgpCs^s^ e S^nF^ '.s^ e = s^v^) 
(ii) K = sgp([s^,f2][s2,f2]'\ e S.,f. e F., 
i = 1 , 2 , s ^ V ^ d = s ^ V ^ ) . 
Proof The fact that F/[F^,F2] is isomorphic to F^  X F^ implies that 
each element of T[F^,F2] is of the form s^s^ ^u where s^  ^ ' ^ 
u e [F^jF^], = s^V^. An application of (2.1.3) yields 
T[F^ .F^] = where 
HQ = sgp(s^s2"^s.j e S^nF^'.s^ e = s^V^) in F. Let 0 be 
the natural homomorphism from F onto F^(2)F2, then 
[T[F^,F2],F] = [T,F] [[F^  ,F2],F] and ker<^  = [[F^,F2],F]. Thus M(G) is 
isomorphic to (H^ [F^  , F^ ] )<D/ [T, F] $. 
Now [T,F] is generated by the elements 
where x e F, s. e S., f. e F., i = 1 , 2 , 
-1 X S^V^S = s^V^, by (1.3.16). The commutator [s^s^ ,f^] can be expanded 
as [ s ^ w h e r e y = s^'^x by (1.3.4) and (1.3.3). But both 
[s^,f^,y] and are in [F^ jF^ Jfl) which is central in F^(2)F2 so 
"1 that [s^s^ = ( [s^  ] [S2,f^ ] Similarly 
-1 . . ,-K, n 
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The subgroup of F^(2)F2 generated by S^HF^ ' and S^HF^' is 
also their direct product. This means that H is a sort of "diagonal" 
subgroup of (S^HF^') X (S^flF^'). K is the direct product of K^  X K^ 
where K. = sgp( [s^  , f . ] [s^, f . ] " ^  s^  e S^  , s^ e S^^f. 6 = s^V^), 
j = 1,2, so that K^  and K^ are diagonal subgroups of (S^flF^') X [F^.F^] 
and (S^HF^') X [F^,F2] respectively. 
To get some idea of what can happen when K is factored out of 
C^ is contained in A^' , i = 1,2. Then 
S = (S OF •)R and [S F ] = [R.,F.], i ^ j, since [F.',F.] is trivial J - J - l l I J I J 3 - j 
in F^(2)F2. But [R^.F^] is a subgroup of K. Thus 
K = X [S^^F^] X ( [R^,F2] [R2,F^]) and, using the fact that 
[F^,F2]/[R^jF^][R2,F^ ] is isomorphic toA^CglA^, we have. 
H/K - (H/([S^,F^] X [S^.F^])) X (A^^A^) . 
Moreover the map a. : s.[S.,F.l s.V. is an epimorphism from M(A /C.) r i l l 1 1 r r v ^ ^ 
onto C. since F./S. is a presentation for A./C. and, 1 1 1 1 1 
C. - S./R. 1 1 1 
= (S.HF.')R./R. 1 1 1 1 
(S.nF.')/( S.HF.')nR. 1 1 1 1 1 
= S HF.'/R.nF.' 1 1 1 1 
S.nF.'/ [S.,F.] 
~ ^ , r ^  [s ,F.] < R. because C. < Z(A.). ~ R.flF. 7 S. ,F. ] ^ i' i^ - 1 1 - ' i' 1 1 1 1 
The kernel of a^ is R^ flF^  7 [S^, F^] - a homomorphic image of M(A^). Let 
P be the homomorphism, 
> 
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Then kerP = X M(G) is isomorphic to 
kerp X (A^ ® A ^ ) . 
It may be possible to find more information about M(G) by 
constructing a different presentation for G. One alternative is to 
take F^ as the group freely generated by a set of elements f^(a), 
a e A^, in one-to-one correspondence with A^. The map f^  (c^  ) i-^  f2(Ci5) 
induces an isomorphism between H^  = sgp( f ^  (c^  ) | c^  ^ ^ 
= sgp(f^Cc^)Ic^ e C^). The free product F of F^  and F^ amalgamating 
H^ under this isomorphism is a free group such that F/R^R^[F^,F^] is 
isomorphic to G. Since the amalgamation is already built in, diagonal 
subgroups like H do not arise. On the other hand R^  R^ [F^  , F^ ]flF' is 
difficult to calculate because (2.1.3) is no longer applicable. 
Perhaps a suitable choice of coset representatives of C^ and F^/F^' ifi 
F. will yield some answers. // 
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